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Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

**File: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(7) - David Helwig**

Title: David Helwig
ID: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(7)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

**File: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(8) - Isabel Huggan**

Title: Isabel Huggan
ID: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(8)
Date: 1989-1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

**File: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(9) - Michael Hulse**

Title: Michael Hulse
ID: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(9)
Date: 1989-1992 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(10) - Correspondence with writers, K

Title: Correspondence with writers, K
ID: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(10)
Date: 1986-1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(11) - M.T. Kelly

Title: M.T. Kelly
ID: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(11)
Date: 1989 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(12) - Susan Kerslake

Title: Susan Kerslake
ID: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(12)
Date: 1985-2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(13) - Myrna Kostash

Title: Myrna Kostash
ID: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(13)
Date: 1992-1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(14) - Correspondence with writers, J

Title: Correspondence with writers, J
ID: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(14)
Date: 1986-2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(15) - Correspondence with writers, L

Title: Correspondence with writers, L
ID: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(15)
Date: 1990-1992 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(16) - Margaret Laurence

Title: Margaret Laurence
ID: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(16)
Date: 1986 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(17) - Correspondence with writers, M

Title: Correspondence with writers, M
ID: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(17)
Date: 1986-1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(18) - Ally McKay

Title: Ally McKay
File: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(19) - Alistair Macleod

Title: Alistair Macleod
ID: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(19)
Date: 1986 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(20) - Norman Mallory

Title: Norman Mallory
ID: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(20)
Date: 1985-1987 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(21) - John Metcalf
Title: John Metcalf
ID: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(21)
Date: 1986-1988 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(22) - Anne Michaels

Title: Anne Michaels
ID: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(22)
Date: 1991-1992 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(23) - W.H. New

Title: W.H. New
ID: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(23)
Date: 1988 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(24) - John Newlove

Title: John Newlove
ID: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(24)
Date: 1981-1985 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(25) - Correspondence with writers, O

Title: Correspondence with writers, O
ID: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(25)
Date: 1988, 2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: Michael Ondaatje
ID: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(26)
Date: 1993-1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
File: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(27) - Correspondence with writers, P

Title: Correspondence with writers, P
ID: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(27)
Date: 1998-2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(28) - Alison Pick

Title: Alison Pick
ID: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(28)
Date: 2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(29) - Kate Pullinger

Title: Kate Pullinger
ID: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(29)
Date: 1990-1993 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(30) - Marion Quednau

Title: Marion Quednau
ID: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(30)
Date: 1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(31) - Correspondence with writers, R

Title: Correspondence with writers, R
ID: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(31)
Date: 1993-1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(32) - Leon Rooke

Title: Leon Rooke
ID: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(32)
Date: 1988, 2001-2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(33) - Jane Rule

Title: Jane Rule
ID: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(33)
Date: 1988-2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(34) - Correspondence with writers, S

Title: Correspondence with writers, S
ID: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(34)
Date: 1989-1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(35) - Libby Scheier

Title: Libby Scheier
ID: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(35)
Date: 1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(36) - Glen Sorestad
Title: Glen Sorestad
ID: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(36)
Date: 1986 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(37) - Esta Spalding
Title: Esta Spalding
ID: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(37)
Date: 2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(38) - Rhea Tregebov
Title: Rhea Tregebov
ID: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(38)
Date: 1993 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00720-2005-030-003(39) - Janet Turnbull Irving

Title: Janet Turnbull Irving
ID: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(39)
Date: 1989 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00720-2005-030-003(40) - Jane Urquhart

Title: Jane Urquhart
ID: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(40)
Date: 1990 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00720-2005-030-003(41) - Christl Verduyn

Title: Christl Verduyn
ID: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(41)
Date: 1998 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(42) - Correspondence with writers, W

Title: Correspondence with writers, W

ID: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(42)

Date: 1987-2002 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(43) - Robert Weaver

Title: Robert Weaver

ID: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(43)

Date: 1986-1999 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(44) - Margaret Webb

Title: Margaret Webb
File: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(45) - Phyllis Webb

Title: Phyllis Webb

ID: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(45)

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(46) - Liliane Welch

Title: Liliane Welch

ID: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(46)

Date: 1986-1987 (date of creation)

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(47) - Rudy Wiebe

Title: Rudy Wiebe
File: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(48) - Phyllis Grosskurth

Title: Phyllis Grosskurth
ID: F0482-S00720-2005-030/003(48)
Date: 1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00720-2005-030/004(1) - Budge Wilson

Title: Budge Wilson
ID: F0482-S00720-2005-030/004(1)
Date: 1992-1993 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00720-2005-030/004(2) - Rachel Watt
Title: Rachel Watt
ID: F0482-S00720-2005-030/004(2)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00720-2005-030/004(3) - David Zieroth

Title: David Zieroth
ID: F0482-S00720-2005-030/004(3)
Date: 1998-2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00720-2005-030/004(4) - Jan Zwicky

Title: Jan Zwicky
ID: F0482-S00720-2005-030/004(4)
Date: 1988, 2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0482-S00720-2005-030/004(5) - 'The definitive notes' collection Mont Blanc: the art of writing
Title: 'The definitive notes' collection Mont Blanc: the art of writing
ID: F0482-S00720-2005-030/004(5)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00720-2005-030/004(6) - Description of a project to visit Ukraine
Title: Description of a project to visit Ukraine
ID: F0482-S00720-2005-030/004(6)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00720-2005-030/004(7) - Eden Mills' writers festival, correspondence
Title: Eden Mills' writers festival, correspondence
ID: F0482-S00720-2005-030/004(7)
Date: 1992-1994 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0482-S00720-2005-030/004(8) - Eden Mills' writers festival, notes

Title: Eden Mills' writers festival, notes  
ID: F0482-S00720-2005-030/004(8)  
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:  
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00720-2005-030/004(9) - Eden Mills' writers festival, programmes, publicity material

Title: Eden Mills' writers festival, programmes, publicity material  
ID: F0482-S00720-2005-030/004(9)  
Date: 1991-2000 (date of creation)  
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:  
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00720-2005-030/004(10) - Eden Mills' writers festival, promotional material

Title: Eden Mills' writers festival, promotional material  
ID: F0482-S00720-2005-030/004(10)  
Date: 1991-1992 (date of creation)  
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published
Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0482-S00720-2005-030/004(11) - Material re. readings, lectures and conferences**

**Title:** Material re. readings, lectures and conferences

**ID:** F0482-S00720-2005-030/004(11)

**Date:** 1986-1998 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Note [generalNote]:**

1 of 2

**Publication status:**

Published

**Access points:**

- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0482-S00720-2005-030/004(12) - Material re. readings, lectures and conferences**

**Title:** Material re. readings, lectures and conferences

**ID:** F0482-S00720-2005-030/004(12)

**Date:** 1986-1998 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Note [generalNote]:**

2 of 2

**Publication status:**

Published

**Access points:**

- Textual record (documentary form)
**Item: F0482-S00720-2009-018/001(1) - Copy of letter from Margaret Laurence**

**Title:** Copy of letter from Margaret Laurence

**ID:** F0482-S00720-2009-018/001(1)

**Date:** 12 Sept. 1986 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

Item is a photocopy of a letter written by Laurence, accompanied by a letter of recommendation for she wrote for Kulyk Keefer for a Canada Council grant. In her letter, Laurence details her cancer diagnosis.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**

Published

**Access points:**

- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0482-S00720-2009-018/001(2) - Correspondence**

**Title:** Correspondence

**ID:** F0482-S00720-2009-018/001(2)

**Date:** 1972-1973, 1985, 1990-1999 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

File consists of Kulyk Keefer's incoming correspondence, mostly from other writers. Some correspondence pertains to the organization of writers to attend the Eden Mills Writers' Festival. Correspondents include Al Purdy, Patrick Friesen, Myrna Kostash, Steven Heighton, Esta Spalding, Catherine Byron, Natalka Husar, John Irving, Helen Humphries, Fiona Kidman, Mavis Gallant, Michael Winter, Anne Compton, Joan Barfoot, Michael Tregebov, Carol Shields, John Metcalf, Matt Cohen, Timothy Findley, Douglas Glover, Isabel Huggan, David Ziroth, Rhea Tregebov, Jane Urquhart, Jane Rule, Clara Thomas, Jan Zwicky, Michael Ondaatje, and Ann Ireland.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Note [generalNote]:**

1 of 2

**Publication status:**
File: F0482-S00720-2009-018/001(3) - Correspondence

Title: Correspondence
ID: F0482-S00720-2009-018/001(3)
Date: 1972-1973, 1985, 1990-1999 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of Kulyk Keefer's incoming correspondence, mostly from other writers. Some correspondence pertains to the organization of writers to attend the Eden Mills Writers' Festival. Correspondents include Al Purdy, Patrick Friesen, Myrna Kostash, Steven Heighton, Esta Spalding, Catherine Byron, Natalka Husar, John Irving, Helen Humphries, Fiona Kidman, Mavis Gallant, Michael Winter, Anne Compton, Joan Barfoot, Michael Tregebov, Carol Shields, John Metcalf, Matt Cohen, Timothy Findley, Douglas Glover, Isabel Huggan, David Zieroth, Rhea Tregebov, Jane Urquhart, Jane Rule, Clara Thomas, Jan Zwicky, Michael Ondaatje, and Ann Ireland.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:
2 of 2

File: F0482-S00720-2009-018/001(4) - Correspondence

Title: Correspondence
ID: F0482-S00720-2009-018/001(4)
Date: 2004-2008 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00720-2009-018/001(5) - Letter from Deborah Saidero

Title: Letter from Deborah Saidero
ID: F0482-S00720-2009-018/001(5)
Date: 12 Aug. 2005 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Letter pertains to a proposed essay collection on the works of Kulyk Keefer, edited by Saidero.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00720-2009-018/001(6) - Letter from Eva Stachniak

Title: Letter from Eva Stachniak
ID: F0482-S00720-2009-018/001(6)
Date: 5 Jan. 1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00720-2009-018/001(7) - Letter from Jane Urquhart

Title: Letter from Jane Urquhart
ID: F0482-S00720-2009-018/001(7)
Date: 4 Aug. 1998 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00720-2009-018/001(8) - My brilliant (academic) career

Title: My brilliant (academic) career
ID: F0482-S00720-2009-018/001(8)
Date: 1970-1974, 1987 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File consists of letters pertaining to scholarships and awards for academic achievement issued to Kulyk Keefer, as well as copies of her University of Toronto transcript and a 1987 letter from Nova Scotia premier John M. Buchanan congratulating her on her first-place prize for best short story in the CBC Radio literary competition.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00720-2009-018/001(9) - Articles and reviews about Janice Kulyk Keefer

Title: Articles and reviews about Janice Kulyk Keefer
ID: F0482-S00720-2009-018/001(9)
Date: 1986-1996 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File includes a January 1986 photograph of Kulyk Keefer published with a review in the Chronicle Herald.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Item: F0482-S00720-2009-018/001(10) - Drawing of Janice Kulyk Keefer

Title: Drawing of Janice Kulyk Keefer
ID: F0482-S00720-2009-018/001(10)
Date: [198-] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 drawing : pencil ; 8.5 x 9 cm on mat 16.2 x 16.5 cm
Note [generalNote]:
  Drawing by Sandra Dionisi.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00720-2009-018/001(11) - Governor General's state dinner honouring Ukrainian president Victor Yuschenko : invitation and programmes

Title: Governor General's state dinner honouring Ukrainian president Victor Yuschenko : invitation and programmes
ID: F0482-S00720-2009-018/001(11)
Date: 26 May 2008 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0482-S00720-2009-018/001(12) - "The green library" : reviews

Title: "The green library" : reviews
ID: F0482-S00720-2009-018/001(12)
Date: 1996, 1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00720-2009-018/001(13) - Imprint : show #21

Title: Imprint : show #21
ID: F0482-S00720-2009-018/001(13)
Date: [1999?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00720-2009-018/002(1) - Interviews with and profiles of Janice Kulyk Keefer

Title: Interviews with and profiles of Janice Kulyk Keefer
ID: F0482-S00720-2009-018/002(1)
Date: 1994-1998 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of published articles, edited drafts and transcripts pertaining to interviews with and profiles of Kulyk Keefer.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00720-2009-018/002(2) - Janice Kulyk Keefer : Olean Public Library, New York

Title: Janice Kulyk Keefer : Olean Public Library, New York
ID: F0482-S00720-2009-018/002(2)
Date: 23 Nov. 1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00720-2009-018/002(3) - The Kobzar Literary Award : programme

Title: The Kobzar Literary Award : programme
ID: F0482-S00720-2009-018/002(3)
Date: 2008 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Item is a program for this ceremony and dinner honouring Canadian writers with a Ukrainian-themed book. Kulyk Keefer was a finalist for the award with her book "The ladies' lending library".
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
Item: F0482-S00720-2009-018/002(4) - "The ladies' lending library" : book cover mock-up

Title: "The ladies' lending library" : book cover mock-up
ID: F0482-S00720-2009-018/002(4)
Date: [ca. 2009] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00720-2009-018/002(5) - "The ladies' lending library" : reviews

Title: "The ladies' lending library" : reviews
ID: F0482-S00720-2009-018/002(5)
Date: 2007 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: "Midnight stroll" : book launch and reading : flyers
ID: F0482-S00720-2009-018/002(6)
Date: 2006-2007 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
Exile Editions events
Item: F0482-S00720-2009-018/002(7) - The Museum of Temporary Art : full moon reading series : flyer

Title: The Museum of Temporary Art : full moon reading series : flyer
ID: F0482-S00720-2009-018/002(7)
Date: [199-] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
Kulyk Keefer was a reader at this event.

File: F0482-S00720-2009-018/002(8) - Receipts : Tony Solowski

Title: Receipts : Tony Solowski
ID: F0482-S00720-2009-018/002(8)
Date: 1927-1933 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of money order receipts issued to Tony Solowski of Toronto for payments he made to Helen Solowksa of Poland.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0482-S00720-2009-018/002(9) - Reviews of "Rest harrow" and "April showers" by Danielle Schaub

Title: Reviews of "Rest harrow" and "April showers" by Danielle Schaub
ID: F0482-S00720-2009-018/002(9)
Date: 1995-1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00720-2009-018/002(10) - Sketch of Janice Kulyk Keefer

Title: Sketch of Janice Kulyk Keefer
ID: F0482-S00720-2009-018/002(10)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 drawing : pencil ; 21 x 29 cm
Note [generalNote]:
Inscribed: "Alistair McLeod's the loss of valued forms of labour, 'No Great Mischief"

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Graphic material (documentary form)


Title: "Thieves" : book launch invitation
ID: F0482-S00720-2009-018/002(11)
Date: 25 Feb. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00720-2009-018/008(1) - Posters

Title: Posters
ID: F0482-S00720-2009-018/008(1)
Date: 1987, 2008 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of a poster pertaining to events for Kulyk Keefer's week as writer-in-residence at Douglas College in February 1987, as well as a poster for the 20th anniversary of the Eden Mills Writers' Festival held in September 2008.

Physical description: 2 posters ; 43 x 28 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00720-2012-015/005(54) - Karen Kulyk's Tuscan paintings and drawings

Title: Karen Kulyk's Tuscan paintings and drawings
ID: F0482-S00720-2012-015/005(54)
Physical description: 1 folder of graphic material

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)
File: F0482-S00720-2012-015/005(55) - Gilda Oliver's ceramic sculptures : portrait and seashells

Title: Gilda Oliver's ceramic sculptures : portrait and seashells
ID: F0482-S00720-2012-015/005(55)
Physical description: 1 folder of graphic material

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00720-2012-015/005(56) - Eden Mills old folks reunion party / Leon Rooke

Title: Eden Mills old folks reunion party / Leon Rooke
ID: F0482-S00720-2012-015/005(56)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00720-2012-015/005(57) - National book festival : words to share [promotional material]

Title: National book festival : words to share [promotional material]
ID: F0482-S00720-2012-015/005(57)
Date: 24 Apr.-1 May 1993 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
File: F0482-S00720-2012-015/005(58) - Eden Mills writers festival [promotional material]

Title: Eden Mills writers festival [promotional material]

ID: F0482-S00720-2012-015/005(58)

Date: 11 Sept. 1994 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00720-2012-015/005(59) - The Vancouver international writers (& readers) festival on Granville island [promotional material]

Title: The Vancouver international writers (& readers) festival on Granville island [promotional material]

ID: F0482-S00720-2012-015/005(59)

Date: 22-26 Oct. 1997 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00720-2012-015/005(60) - The Bookshelf and Harper Collins Canada present : An evening of biography [promotional material]

Title: The Bookshelf and Harper Collins Canada present : An evening of biography [promotional material]

ID: F0482-S00720-2012-015/005(60)

Date: 2 Nov. [1999?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00720-2012-015/005(61) - Dove body and soul : a provocative play about the second act of womanhood [promotional material]

Title: Dove body and soul : a provocative play about the second act of womanhood [promotional material]
ID: F0482-S00720-2012-015/005(61)
Date: 27 Aug. 2008 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00720-2012-015/006(1) - Wide-angle vision of mankind in tales by two N.S. writers / William French

Title: Wide-angle vision of mankind in tales by two N.S. writers / William French
ID: F0482-S00720-2012-015/006(1)
Date: [198-] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
Item: F0482-S00720-2012-015/006(2) - The Edmonton journal : Stories prove author's going places / Nancy Mattson

Title: The Edmonton journal : Stories prove author's going places / Nancy Mattson
ID: F0482-S00720-2012-015/006(2)
Date: [198-] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00720-2012-015/006(3) - The Sunday star : More talent in short stories / Ken Adachi

Title: The Sunday star : More talent in short stories / Ken Adachi
ID: F0482-S00720-2012-015/006(3)
Date: 15 June 1986 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00720-2012-015/006(4) - The Toronto star : A clash of cultures and identities / Ken Adachi

Title: The Toronto star : A clash of cultures and identities / Ken Adachi
ID: F0482-S00720-2012-015/006(4)
Date: 12 July 1986 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)


ID: F0482-S00720-2012-015/006(5)

Date: Sept.-Oct. 1986 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
- Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00720-2012-015/006(6) - The gazette, Montreal : Two voices tell varying tales from shared maritime ground / Trevor Ferguson

Title: The gazette, Montreal : Two voices tell varying tales from shared maritime ground / Trevor Ferguson

ID: F0482-S00720-2012-015/006(6)

Date: 4 June 1988 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
- Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)


Title: Quill and Quire :[book review of] The green library / Lynne Van Luven
**Item: F0482-S00720-2012-015/006(8) - The Toronto star : Memoir's lesson - you can't go home again / Libby Scheier**

**Title:** The Toronto star : Memoir's lesson - you can't go home again / Libby Scheier  
**ID:** F0482-S00720-2012-015/006(8)  
**Date:** 22 Nov. 1998 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:** Published

**Access points:**  
- Textual record (documentary form)

**Item: F0482-S00720-2012-015/006(9) - Article about Janice Kulyk Keefer [written in Ukrainian?]**

**Title:** Article about Janice Kulyk Keefer [written in Ukrainian?]  
**ID:** F0482-S00720-2012-015/006(9)  
**Date:** [199-?] (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:** Published

**Access points:**  
- Textual record (documentary form)
Item: F0482-S00720-2012-015/006(10) - Personal scrapbook

Title: Personal scrapbook
ID: F0482-S00720-2012-015/006(10)
Date: [198-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00720-2012-015/006(12) - Curriculum vitae

Title: Curriculum vitae
ID: F0482-S00720-2012-015/006(12)
Date: [198-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00720-2012-015/014(10) - Thomas Solowski Keefer (son of Janice Kulyk Keefer) : poems

Title: Thomas Solowski Keefer (son of Janice Kulyk Keefer) : poems
ID: F0482-S00720-2012-015/014(10)
Date: [198-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00720-2012-015/014(11) - Radio interview (for mom) : CD

Title: Radio interview (for mom) : CD
ID: F0482-S00720-2012-015/014(11)
Physical description: 1 audio compact disc

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
  • Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00720-2012-015/015(1) - Two lands -- new visions : VHS closed captioned : running time 50:00

Title: Two lands -- new visions : VHS closed captioned : running time 50:00
ID: F0482-S00720-2012-015/015(1)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
  • Moving images (documentary form)


Title: Universite Sainte-Anne : Rapport annuel : professeur : evaluation des cours
ID: F0482-S00720-2012-015/015(6)
Date: 1981-1982, 1985-1986 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Series: F0482-S00721 - Writing files

Title: Writing files
ID: F0482-S00721
Date: 1970-[2015?] (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Series consists of draft and published versions of Kulyk Keefer’s writing, including notes, poems, short stories, journal and magazine articles, book reviews, as well as novels and books of poetry including "Travelling ladies" (1992), "Rest harrow" (1992), "The green library" (1996), "Marrying the sea" (1998), "Honey and ashes" (1998), "Thieves" (2004), "The ladies’ lending library" (2007), and "Foreign relations" (2010). Also included in the series are notebooks, photographs from a trip to Ukraine, speaking notes from lectures, and her undergraduate essays.

Physical description: 4.1 m of textual records
47 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/004(14) - Articles by JKK

Title: Articles by JKK
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/004(14)
Date: 1993-2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:
1 of 3

Publication status:
Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/004(15) - Articles by JKK**

Title: Articles by JKK

ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/004(15)

Date: 1993-2003 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

2 of 3

Publication status:

Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/005(1) - Articles by JKK**

Title: Articles by JKK

ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/005(1)

Date: 1993-2003 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

3 of 3

Publication status:

Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/005(2) - Articles reviewed by JKK

Title: Articles reviewed by JKK
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/005(2)
Date: 1986-1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/005(3) - Articles reviewed by JKK

Title: Articles reviewed by JKK
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/005(3)
Date: 1986-1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/005(4) - Account of commonwealth poetry prize tour for Bronwyn Wallace

Title: Account of commonwealth poetry prize tour for Bronwyn Wallace
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/005(4)
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/005(5) - Blurb by JKK for Vera Lysenko's yellow boots

Title: Blurb by JKK for Vera Lysenko's yellow boots

ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/005(5)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/005(6) - In Paris, a deathly calm

Title: In Paris, a deathly calm

ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/005(6)

Date: 27 Mar. 1999 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/005(7) - Early poems, fragments, drafts

Title: Early poems, fragments, drafts
**File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/005(8) - Early poems, fragments**

**Title**: Early poems, fragments  
**ID**: F0482-S00721-2005-030/005(8)  
**Physical description**: 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status**:  
Published

**Access points**:  
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/005(9) - In praise of gravity, Connie, draft**

**Title**: In praise of gravity, Connie, draft  
**ID**: F0482-S00721-2005-030/005(9)  
**Physical description**: 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status**:  
Published

**Access points**:  
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/005(10) - Isle of demons, typescript**

**Title**: Isle of demons, typescript  
**ID**: F0482-S00721-2005-030/005(10)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/005(11) - On the industrial edge, poem in the Varsity
Title: On the industrial edge, poem in the Varsity
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/005(11)
Date: 14 Mar. 1975 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/005(12) - White of the lesser angels, first drafts and revisions of poems
Title: White of the lesser angels, first drafts and revisions of poems
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/005(12)
Date: [ca. 1986] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/005(13) - Ragweed correspondence and ms. of white of the lesser angels and transfigurations
Title: Ragweed correspondence and ms. of white of the lesser angels and transfigurations
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/005(13)
Date: 1986-1987 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/005(14) - Ragweed correspondence and ms. of white of the lesser angels and transfigurations
Title: Ragweed correspondence and ms. of white of the lesser angels and transfigurations
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/005(14)
Date: 1986-1987 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/006(1) - Marrying the sea, poems
Title: Marrying the sea, poems
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/006(1)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/006(2) - Marrying the sea, revised draft**

Title: Marrying the sea, revised draft
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/006(2)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/006(3) - Marrying the sea, annotated draft with Jan Zwicky's comments**

Title: Marrying the sea, annotated draft with Jan Zwicky’s comments
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/006(3)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/006(4) - Marrying the sea, final draft**

Title: Marrying the sea, final draft
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/006(4)
Date: 1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/006(5) - The amores, draft

Title: The amores, draft
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/006(5)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/006(6) - April showers, draft

Title: April showers, draft
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/006(6)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/006(7) - Bella Rabinovich / Arabella Rose, draft

Title: Bella Rabinovich / Arabella Rose, draft
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/006(7)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Title: Breathing lessons, unpublished story, draft
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/006(8)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/006(9) - Come from away, first draft

Title: Come from away, first draft
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/006(9)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/006(10) - A country I have left, draft

Title: A country I have left, draft
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/006(10)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/006(11) - Dancing, drafts

Title: Dancing, drafts

ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/006(11)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/006(12) - Dandelion wine, draft

Title: Dandelion wine, draft

ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/006(12)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/006(13) - Day out in London, draft

Title: Day out in London, draft

ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/006(13)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

Title: Dream : storm : dogs, draft
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/006(14)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/006(15) - Drafts and unfinished pieces

Title: Drafts and unfinished pieces
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/006(15)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/006(16) - Draft of unpublished fragment "his fever started in the afternoon"

Title: Draft of unpublished fragment "his fever started in the afternoon"
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/006(16)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/006(17) - Early prose

Title: Early prose
File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/006(18) - Early prose fragments

Title: Early prose fragments
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/006(18)
Date: [1996?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/006(19) - Going over the bars, draft

Title: Going over the bars, draft
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/006(19)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/006(20) - The gray valise, draft

Title: The gray valise, draft
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/006(20)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/006(21) - In a dream, draft
Title: In a dream, draft
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/006(21)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/006(22) - In parting, memorial piece for Margaret Laurence
Title: In parting, memorial piece for Margaret Laurence
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/006(22)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/006(23) - It is summer..., draft
Title: It is summer..., draft
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/006(23)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

**Title:** Kiev
**ID:** F0482-S00721-2005-030/006(24)
**Date:** Nov. 1993 (date of creation)
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:** Published

**Access points:**
- Textual record (documentary form)


**Title:** A lovely life, early prose fragment
**ID:** F0482-S00721-2005-030/006(25)
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:** Published

**Access points:**
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/006(26) - Mail, draft

**Title:** Mail, draft
**ID:** F0482-S00721-2005-030/006(26)
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:** Published

**Access points:**
- Textual record (documentary form)
Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/007(1) - Making the day, incomplete draft

Title: Making the day, incomplete draft
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/007(1)
Date: 1978 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/007(2) - My worst journey, draft

Title: My worst journey, draft
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/007(2)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/007(3) - Nanalita, incomplete draft of unpublished story

Title: Nanalita, incomplete draft of unpublished story
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/007(3)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/007(4) - Ospedaletti, notes, early draft

Title: Ospedaletti, notes, early draft
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/007(4)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/007(5) - The other country, draft

Title: The other country, draft
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/007(5)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: Radiant paradigms and chinks of light: Mavis Gallant's Polish emigres in Paris, draft
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/007(6)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/007(7) - A really good hotel, first draft

Title: A really good hotel, first draft
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/007(7)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/007(8) - September 11th, draft

Title: September 11th, draft
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/007(8)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/007(9) - A small dark cloud, draft

Title: A small dark cloud, draft
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/007(9)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published
File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/007(10) - The snow season, draft

Title: The snow season, draft
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/007(10)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/007(11) - Spain: ghosts

Title: Spain: ghosts
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/007(11)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/007(12) - The starry night sky, draft

Title: The starry night sky, draft
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/007(12)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/007(13) - White coral, draft

Title: White coral, draft
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/007(13)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/007(14) - The wind, draft

Title: The wind, draft
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/007(14)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/007(15) - Transfiguration, draft

Title: Transfiguration, draft
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/007(15)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/007(16) - Travelling ladies, draft
Title: Travelling ladies, draft
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/007(16)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/007(17) - Travelling ladies, draft
Title: Travelling ladies, draft
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/007(17)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/007(18) - Travelling ladies, draft
Title: Travelling ladies, draft
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/007(18)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/007(19) - Travelling ladies, manuscript

Title: Travelling ladies, manuscript
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/007(19)
Date: 1990 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/008(1) - Travelling ladies, manuscript

Title: Travelling ladies, manuscript
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/008(1)
Date: 1990 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:
2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/008(2) - Travelling ladies, corrected manuscript

Title: Travelling ladies, corrected manuscript
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/008(2)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

1 of 2

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/008(3) - Travelling ladies, corrected manuscript

Title: Travelling ladies, corrected manuscript

ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/008(3)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

2 of 2

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/008(4) - Travelling ladies, galleys

Title: Travelling ladies, galleys

ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/008(4)

Date: 1990 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

1 of 2

Publication status:

Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/008(5) - Travelling ladies, galleys

Title: Travelling ladies, galleys
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/008(5)
Date: 1990 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/008(6) - Travelling ladies, page proofs

Title: Travelling ladies, page proofs
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/008(6)
Date: 1990 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/008(7) - Travelling ladies, page proofs

Title: Travelling ladies, page proofs
File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/008(8) - Constellations, novella (doubt that the stars are fire)

Title: Constellations, novella (doubt that the stars are fire)

ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/008(8)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/009(1) - Constellations, draft

Title: Constellations, draft

ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/009(1)

Date: Jan. 1988 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/009(2) - Constellations, draft
Title: Constellations, draft
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/009(2)
Date: Jan. 1988 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/009(3) - Rest Harrow, notes
Title: Rest Harrow, notes
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/009(3)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/009(4) - Rest Harrow, correspondence
Title: Rest Harrow, correspondence
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/009(4)
Date: 1992 (date of creation)
**File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/009(5) - Tracery, first draft of Rest harrow**

**Title:** Tracery, first draft of Rest harrow  
**ID:** F0482-S00721-2005-030/009(5)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
**Note [generalNote]:**  
1 of 3

**Publication status:**  
Published  

**Access points:**  
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/009(6) - Tracery, first draft of Rest harrow**

**Title:** Tracery, first draft of Rest harrow  
**ID:** F0482-S00721-2005-030/009(6)  
**Date:** 1992 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
**Note [generalNote]:**  
2 of 3

**Publication status:**  
Published  

**Access points:**  
- Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/009(7) - Tracery, first draft of Rest harrow

Title: Tracery, first draft of Rest harrow
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/009(7)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
3 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/009(8) - Rest harrow, draft

Title: Rest harrow, draft
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/009(8)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/009(9) - Rest harrow, draft

Title: Rest harrow, draft
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/009(9)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
2 of 3
File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/009(10) - Rest harrow, draft

Title: Rest harrow, draft
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/009(10)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
3 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/010(1) - Anna's book, galleys

Title: Anna's book, galleys
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/010(1)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/010(2) - Anna's book, galleys
Title: Anna's book, galleys
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/010(2)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
   2 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/010(3) - Anna's book, galleys
Title: Anna's book, galleys
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/010(3)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
   3 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/010(4) - Rest harrow, draft, version 1
Title: Rest harrow, draft, version 1
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/010(4)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
   1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:

  • Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/010(5) - Rest harrow, draft, version 1**

**Title**: Rest harrow, draft, version 1

**ID**: F0482-S00721-2005-030/010(5)

**Physical description**: 1 folder of textual records

**Note [generalNote]**:

  2 of 2

**Publication status**:

  Published

**Access points**:

  • Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/010(6) - Rest harrow, selection**

**Title**: Rest harrow, selection

**ID**: F0482-S00721-2005-030/010(6)

**Physical description**: 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status**:

  Published

**Access points**:

  • Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/010(7) - The green library, early draft**

**Title**: The green library, early draft

**ID**: F0482-S00721-2005-030/010(7)

**Physical description**: 1 folder of textual records

**Note [generalNote]**:
File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/010(8) - The green library, early draft

Title: The green library, early draft
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/010(8)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/011(1) - The green library, drafts

Title: The green library, drafts
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/011(1)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:

York University Archives & Special Collections (CTASC)
File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/011(2) - The green library, drafts

Title: The green library, drafts
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/011(2)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:

2 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/011(3) - The green library, drafts

Title: The green library, drafts
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/011(3)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:

3 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/011(4) - The green library, drafts

Title: The green library, drafts
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/011(4)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:

1 of 4
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/011(5) - The green library, drafts

Title: The green library, drafts
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/011(5)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:
2 of 4

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/011(6) - The green library, drafts

Title: The green library, drafts
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/011(6)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:
3 of 4

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/011(7) - The green library, drafts
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/012(2) - The green library, draft

Title: The green library, draft
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/012(2)
Date: May 1990 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:
3 of 4

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/012(3) - The green library, draft

Title: The green library, draft
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/012(3)
Date: May 1990 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:
4 of 4

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/012(4) - Thieves, copy-edited manuscript

Title: Thieves, copy-edited manuscript
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/012(4)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/012(5) - Thieves, copy-edited manuscript

Title: Thieves, copy-edited manuscript
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/012(5)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
2 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/012(6) - Thieves, copy-edited manuscript

Title: Thieves, copy-edited manuscript
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/012(6)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/012(9) - Thieves, invitation to book launch

Title: Thieves, invitation to book launch
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/012(9)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/013(1) - Correspondence, notes and other material re. writing of Honey and ashes

Title: Correspondence, notes and other material re. writing of Honey and ashes
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/013(1)
Date: 1997-2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/013(2) - Correspondence, notes and other material re. writing of Honey and ashes

Title: Correspondence, notes and other material re. writing of Honey and ashes
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/013(2)
Date: 1997-2003 (date of creation)

Title: Homecoming: a journey, drafts
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/013(5)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 5

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: Homecoming: a journey, drafts
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/013(6)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
2 of 5

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: Homecoming: a journey, drafts
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/013(7)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---


Title: Homecoming: a journey, drafts
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/013(8)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/014(1) - Homecoming: a journey, drafts

Title: Homecoming: a journey, drafts
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/014(1)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/014(2) - Homecoming, annotated ms.

Title: Homecoming, annotated ms.
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/014(2)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:

1 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/014(3) - Homecoming, annotated ms.

Title: Homecoming, annotated ms.
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/014(3)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:

2 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/014(4) - Homecoming, annotated ms.

Title: Homecoming, annotated ms.
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/014(4)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:

3 of 3
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

**File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/014(5) - Honey and ashes, manuscript**

**Title:** Honey and ashes, manuscript  
**ID:** F0482-S00721-2005-030/014(5)  
**Date:** 2000 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

**File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/014(6) - Honey and ashes, manuscript**

**Title:** Honey and ashes, manuscript  
**ID:** F0482-S00721-2005-030/014(6)  
**Date:** 2000 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

**File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/014(7) - Honey and ashes, manuscript**

**Title:** Honey and ashes, manuscript  
**ID:** F0482-S00721-2005-030/014(7)  
**Date:** 2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/014(8) - Honey and ashes, revised outline, Borderlands

Title: Honey and ashes, revised outline, Borderlands
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/014(8)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/014(9) - Honey and ashes, draft, The country of the dead

Title: Honey and ashes, draft, The country of the dead
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/014(9)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/015(1) - Honey and ashes, draft

Title: Honey and ashes, draft
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/015(1)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:

1 of 3

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/015(2) - Honey and ashes, draft

Title: Honey and ashes, draft
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/015(2)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:

2 of 3

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/015(3) - Honey and ashes, draft

Title: Honey and ashes, draft
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/015(3)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:

3 of 3

Publication status:

Published

Access points:
File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/015(4) - Notebook

Title: Notebook
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/015(4)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/015(5) - Anna's goat, draft

Title: Anna's goat, draft
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/015(5)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/016(1) - Honey and ashes, edited draft

Title: Honey and ashes, edited draft
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/016(1)
Date: 1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/016(2) - Honey and ashes, edited draft

Title: Honey and ashes, edited draft
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/016(2)
Date: 1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
2 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/016(3) - Honey and ashes, edited draft

Title: Honey and ashes, edited draft
ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/016(3)
Date: 1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
3 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/017(1) - Homecoming: A journey, draft

Title: Homecoming: A journey, draft

ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/017(1)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

1 of 3

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---------------------------------------------------------------

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/017(2) - Homecoming: A journey, draft

Title: Homecoming: A journey, draft

ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/017(2)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

2 of 3

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---------------------------------------------------------------

File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/017(3) - Homecoming: A journey, draft

Title: Homecoming: A journey, draft

ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/017(3)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

3 of 3
Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

**File: F0482-S00721-2005-030/017(4) - Short story, Accidents, draft**

Title: Short story, Accidents, draft

ID: F0482-S00721-2005-030/017(4)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: CBC Radio Literary Competition story : "The wind"

ID: F0482-S00721-2009-018/002(12)

Date: Mar. 1987 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Item is a copy of the March 1987 CBC Radio Guide issue featuring Kulyk Keefer's first-prize winning story.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0482-S00721-2009-018/002(13) - Draft articles and reviews by Janice Kulyk Keefer

Title: Draft articles and reviews by Janice Kulyk Keefer
ID: F0482-S00721-2009-018/002(13)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2009-018/002(14) - Draft poems and notes

Title: Draft poems and notes
ID: F0482-S00721-2009-018/002(14)
Date: 2004-2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2009-018/002(15) - Draft stories and poems

Title: Draft stories and poems
ID: F0482-S00721-2009-018/002(15)
Date: 1973-2008 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published
Item: F0482-S00721-2009-018/003(1) - "Ferris Lane : a suite of 13 poems for Ferris Bryce Wylie and Jennifer Wylie" : draft manuscript

Title: "Ferris Lane : a suite of 13 poems for Ferris Bryce Wylie and Jennifer Wylie" : draft manuscript
ID: F0482-S00721-2009-018/003(1)
Date: [ca. 2000] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2009-018/003(2) - "Fields" : draft manuscript

Title: "Fields" : draft manuscript
ID: F0482-S00721-2009-018/003(2)
Date: [199-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2009-018/003(3) - "Foreign relations : poems" : draft manuscript

Title: "Foreign relations : poems" : draft manuscript
ID: F0482-S00721-2009-018/003(3)
Date: Mar. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
File: F0482-S00721-2009-018/003(4) - "Foreign relations" : draft poems, notes and research materials

Title: "Foreign relations" : draft poems, notes and research materials

ID: F0482-S00721-2009-018/003(4)

Date: 1998, 2005-2008 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File includes a grant proposal, correspondence and photographs pertaining to this project and Kulyk Keefer's collaboration with artist Natalka Husar. Also included in the file are photographs from Kulyk Keefer's trip to Ukraine.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
47 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

Item: F0482-S00721-2009-018/003(5) - "The ladies' lending library" : copy-edited manuscript

Title: "The ladies' lending library" : copy-edited manuscript

ID: F0482-S00721-2009-018/003(5)

Date: 2006, 2008 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is accompanied by a letter from publisher HarperCollins regarding the manuscript's return to Kulyk Keefer for her personal archives.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Item: F0482-S00721-2009-018/003(6) - "The ladies' lending library" : copy-edited manuscript

Title: "The ladies' lending library" : copy-edited manuscript
ID: F0482-S00721-2009-018/003(6)
Date: [ca. 2007] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Item: F0482-S00721-2009-018/004(1) - "The ladies' lending library" : copy-edited page proofs

Title: "The ladies' lending library" : copy-edited page proofs
ID: F0482-S00721-2009-018/004(1)
Date: Nov. 2007 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Item: F0482-S00721-2009-018/004(2) - "The ladies' lending library" : draft manuscript with reader comments

Title: "The ladies' lending library" : draft manuscript with reader comments
File: F0482-S00721-2009-018/004(3) - "The ladies' lending library" : draft manuscripts

Title: "The ladies' lending library" : draft manuscripts

ID: F0482-S00721-2009-018/004(3)

Date: [ca. 2006] (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File consists of various versions of this manuscript, grouped together by the author. Some versions have been copy edited and/or annotated with reader comments.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

1 of 4

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)
ID: F0482-S00721-2009-018/005(1)

Date: [ca. 2006] (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File consists of various versions of this manuscript, grouped together by the author. Some versions have been copy edited and/or annotated with reader comments.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

2 of 4

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0482-S00721-2009-018/005(2) - "The ladies' lending library": draft manuscripts

Title: "The ladies' lending library": draft manuscripts

ID: F0482-S00721-2009-018/005(2)

Date: [ca. 2006] (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File consists of various versions of this manuscript, grouped together by the author. Some versions have been copy edited and/or annotated with reader comments.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

3 of 4

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0482-S00721-2009-018/005(3) - "The ladies' lending library" : draft manuscripts

Title: "The ladies' lending library" : draft manuscripts
ID: F0482-S00721-2009-018/005(3)
Date: [ca. 2006] (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File consists of various versions of this manuscript, grouped together by the author. Some versions have been copy edited and/or annotated with reader comments.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
4 of 4

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2009-018/005(4) - "The ladies' lending library" : manuscript with editor's notes

Title: "The ladies' lending library" : manuscript with editor's notes
ID: F0482-S00721-2009-018/005(4)
Date: [ca. 2008] (date of creation)

Scope and content:
This item pertains to the 2009 Harper Collins reprint of this book for distribution in the United States, edited by Claire Wachtel.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0482-S00721-2009-018/006(1) - "The ladies' lending library" : notes

Title: "The ladies' lending library" : notes
ID: F0482-S00721-2009-018/006(1)
Date: [ca. 2005] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2009-018/006(2) - "The ladies' lending library" : page proofs: 1st pass, author's copy

Title: "The ladies' lending library" : page proofs: 1st pass, author's copy
ID: F0482-S00721-2009-018/006(2)
Date: 24 July 2008 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2009-018/006(3) - Miscellaneous draft poems and newspaper clippings

Title: Miscellaneous draft poems and newspaper clippings
ID: F0482-S00721-2009-018/006(3)
Date: 2001 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

File consists of typescript and handwritten draft poems and notes possibly pertaining to the development of Kulyk Keefer's poem, "The waste zone", as well as newspaper clippings concerning protests at the 2001 Summit of the Americas held in Quebec City.
File: F0482-S00721-2009-018/006(4) - Miscellaneous writing drafts

Title: Miscellaneous writing drafts
ID: F0482-S00721-2009-018/006(4)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Typescript and handwritten.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2009-018/006(5) - The new quarterly (vol. IV, spring 1984, no. 1)

Title: The new quarterly (vol. IV, spring 1984, no. 1)
ID: F0482-S00721-2009-018/006(5)
Date: 1984 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Kulyk Keefer's short story, "Unseen, the cuckoo sings at dawn", is published in this volume.

Publication status: Published

Access points:
File: F0482-S00721-2009-018/006(6) - Published articles and poems by Janice Kulyk Keefer

Title: Published articles and poems by Janice Kulyk Keefer
ID: F0482-S00721-2009-018/006(6)
Date: 1992-2008 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2009-018/006(7) - "Thieves" : annotated draft manuscript

Title: "Thieves" : annotated draft manuscript
ID: F0482-S00721-2009-018/006(7)
Date: 14 Nov. 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2009-018/006(8) - "Thieves" : annotated draft manuscript

Title: "Thieves" : annotated draft manuscript
ID: F0482-S00721-2009-018/006(8)
Date: [ca. 2003] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2009-018/007(1) - "Thieves" : annotated draft manuscript

Title: "Thieves" : annotated draft manuscript
ID: F0482-S00721-2009-018/007(1)
Date: May 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2009-018/007(2) - "Thieves" : draft manuscript

Title: "Thieves" : draft manuscript
ID: F0482-S00721-2009-018/007(2)
Date: July 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2009-018/007(3) - "Thieves" : draft manuscript and notes

Title: "Thieves" : draft manuscript and notes
ID: F0482-S00721-2009-018/007(3)
Date: 2002 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File includes a letter sent to Kulyk Keefer by Harper Collins' Iris Tupholme with feedback on the manuscript.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0482-S00721-2009-018/007(4) - "Thieves" : notes, correspondence and research materials

Title: "Thieves" : notes, correspondence and research materials
ID: F0482-S00721-2009-018/007(4)
Date: 2000, 2003-2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0482-S00721-2009-018/007(5) - "Thieves" : partial draft manuscript and notes

Title: "Thieves" : partial draft manuscript and notes
ID: F0482-S00721-2009-018/007(5)
Date: [ca. 2003] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0482-S00721-2009-018/007(6) - Undergraduate essays

Title: Undergraduate essays
ID: F0482-S00721-2009-018/007(6)
Date: 1970, 1972 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of mostly handwritten English literature essays by Kulyk Keefer while an undergraduate at the University of Toronto. Included in the file is her grade 13 report card.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2009-018/007(7) - "The waste zone and other poems" : draft manuscript

Title: "The waste zone and other poems" : draft manuscript
ID: F0482-S00721-2009-018/007(7)
Date: [200-] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
Annotated

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2009-018/007(8) - "The waste zone" : draft manuscript

Title: "The waste zone" : draft manuscript
ID: F0482-S00721-2009-018/007(8)
Date: 2001 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/001(1) - Constellations [draft in longhand] : novel**

Title: Constellations [draft in longhand] : novel

ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/001(1)

Date: 1988-1989 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---


Title: Constellations [edited version] : novel : letter from Random House

ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/001(2)

Date: 1988-1989 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/001(3) - Stars in the summer night : novel**
Title: Stars in the summer night : novel
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/001(3)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/001(4)
Date: 1996-1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/001(5) - The green library : notes : novel

Title: The green library : notes : novel
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/001(5)
Date: 1996-1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/002(1) - Tracery : novel

Title: Tracery : novel
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/002(1)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/002(2) - [Title unknown] : novel

Title: [Title unknown] : novel
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/002(2)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2012-015/002(3) - The ladies' lending library : notes in longhand : novel

Title: The ladies' lending library : notes in longhand : novel
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/002(3)
Date: 2007 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/002(4) - After the war : short story

Title: After the war : short story
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/002(4)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/002(5) - L'allegro : short story

Title: L'allegro : short story
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/002(5)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/002(6) - Confidences : short story

Title: Confidences : short story
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/002(6)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/002(7) - Ospedaletti : dramatic play
Title: Ospedaletti : dramatic play
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/002(7)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/002(8) - In an English country garden : short story

Title: In an English country garden : short story
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/002(8)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/002(9) - Come from away : short story

Title: Come from away : short story
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/002(9)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/002(10) - Dancing : short story

Title: Dancing : short story
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/002(10)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---


Title: Golden gates [written in longhand] : short story
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/002(11)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/002(12) - Househunting : short story

Title: Househunting : short story
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/002(12)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/002(13) - Kiev, November 1993 : short story

Title: Kiev, November 1993 : short story
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/002(13)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/002(14) - The wind : short story
Title: The wind : short story
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/002(14)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/002(15) - The snow season : short story
Title: The snow season : short story
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/002(15)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/002(16) - The Amores : short story
Title: The Amores : short story
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/002(16)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(1) - The Paris-Napoli express

Title: The Paris-Napoli express
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(1)
Date: 2006 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(2) - Transfigurations : short story

Title: Transfigurations : short story
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(2)
Date: 1987 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(3) - Crossing : short story

Title: Crossing : short story
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(3)

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(4) - In a dream : short story

Title: In a dream : short story
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(4)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(5) - Hill climbing : short story

Title: Hill climbing : short story
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(5)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(6) - Mrs. Mucharski and the princess : short story

Title: Mrs. Mucharski and the princess : short story
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(6)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(7) - The dream of Eve : short story**

**Title:** The dream of Eve : short story

**ID:** F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(7)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(8) - A small, dark cloud in the bright, blue sky : short story**

**Title:** A small, dark cloud in the bright, blue sky : short story

**ID:** F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(8)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(9) - Travelling ladies : short story**

**Title:** Travelling ladies : short story

**ID:** F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(9)

**Date:** 1992 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(10) - Viper's bugloss : short story

Title: Viper's bugloss : short story
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(10)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(11) - The starry night sky : short story

Title: The starry night sky : short story
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(11)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(12) - Red river cruise : short story

Title: Red river cruise : short story
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(12)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published
Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(13) - Mail : short story

Title: Mail : short story
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(13)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(14) - The wedding guests / That's what happens to girls : short story

Title: The wedding guests / That's what happens to girls : short story
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(14)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(15) - September eleventh : short story

Title: September eleventh : short story
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(15)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(16) - Two in the campagna : short story

Title: Two in the campagna: short story  
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(16)  
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records  
Publication status: Published  
Access points:  
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(17) - Old stones : short story

Title: Old stones: short story  
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(17)  
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records  
Publication status: Published  
Access points:  
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(18) - Unseen, the cuckoo signs at dawn : short story

Title: Unseen, the cuckoo signs at dawn: short story  
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(18)  
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records  
Publication status: Published  
Access points:  
• Textual record (documentary form)
Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(19) - Somewhere in Italy : short story

Title: Somewhere in Italy : short story
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(19)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(20) - Professor Greentree walks in the Alyscamps : short story

Title: Professor Greentree walks in the Alyscamps : short story
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(20)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(21) - Picking cowslips : short story : letter from Atlantis (a women's studies journal / revue d'etudes sur la femme) : evaluation report of picking cowslips

Title: Picking cowslips : short story : letter from Atlantis (a women's studies journal / revue d'etudes sur la femme) : evaluation report of picking cowslips
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(21)
Date: 1987 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published
Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(22) - Childish things : short story

Title: Childish things : short story
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(22)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(23)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: Marrying the sea [collection of poems] : table of contents : forward
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(24)
Date: 1998 (date of creation)
Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(25) - Sacra conversazione (for Jane Magrath) : Sacra conversazione : Marrying the sea [poem]

Title: Sacra conversazione (for Jane Magrath) : Sacra conversazione : Marrying the sea [poem]

ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(25)

Date: 1998 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(26) - Oranges (for my mother) : Sacra conversazione : Marrying the sea [poem]

Title: Oranges (for my mother) : Sacra conversazione : Marrying the sea [poem]

ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(26)

Date: 1998 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)
Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(27) - Goat story (for Anna Simon) : Sacra conversazione : Marrying the sea [poem]

Title: Goat story (for Anna Simon) : Sacra conversazione : Marrying the sea [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(27)
Date: 1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(28) - Travelling alone : Sacra conversazione : Marrying the sea [poem]

Title: Travelling alone : Sacra conversazione : Marrying the sea [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(28)
Date: 1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(29) - Kyiv, 1995 (for Maryna Bondarenko) : Sacra conversazione : Marrying the sea [poem]

Title: Kyiv, 1995 (for Maryna Bondarenko) : Sacra conversazione : Marrying the sea [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(29)
Date: 1998 (date of creation)
Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(30) - Along the lake (for Bronwen Wallace, 1945-1989) : Sacra conversazione : Marrying the sea [poem]

Title: Along the lake (for Bronwen Wallace, 1945-1989) : Sacra conversazione : Marrying the sea [poem]

ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(30)

Date: 1998 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(31) - Dovedale (for Catherine Byron) : Sacra conversazione : Marrying the sea [poem]

Title: Dovedale (for Catherine Byron) : Sacra conversazione : Marrying the sea [poem]

ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(31)

Date: 1998 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)
Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(32) - Cedars (for Tom, 15) : Sacra conversazione : Marrying the sea [poem]

Title: Cedars (for Tom, 15) : Sacra conversazione : Marrying the sea [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(32)
Date: 1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(33) - Horses (for Christopher) : Sacra conversazione : Marrying the sea [poem]

Title: Horses (for Christopher) : Sacra conversazione : Marrying the sea [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(33)
Date: 1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(34) - Anaesthesia : Sacra conversazione : Marrying the sea [poem]

Title: Anaesthesia : Sacra conversazione : Marrying the sea [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(34)
Date: 1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(35) - Wind voller weltraum : Sacra conversazione : Marrying the sea [poem]
Title: Wind voller weltraum : Sacra conversazione : Marrying the sea [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(35)
Date: 1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(36) - Sirens' songs : Sirens' songs : Marrying the sea [poem]
Title: Sirens' songs : Sirens' songs : Marrying the sea [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(36)
Date: 1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(37) - Eurydice : Sirens' songs : Marrying the sea [poem]
Title: Eurydice : Sirens' songs : Marrying the sea [poem]
Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(38) - Mary Magdalene : Sirens' songs : Marrying the sea [poem]

Title: Mary Magdalene : Sirens' songs : Marrying the sea [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(38)
Date: 1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(39) - Say it with flowers : Sirens' songs : Marrying the sea [poem]

Title: Say it with flowers : Sirens' songs : Marrying the sea [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(39)
Date: 1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(40) - My name is Red and I can tell you a thing or two about wolves: Sirens' songs: Marrying the sea [poem]

Title: My name is Red and I can tell you a thing or two about wolves: Sirens' songs: Marrying the sea [poem]

ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(40)

Date: 1998 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(41) - Women on the terrace of a cafe, at night - Degas: Sirens' songs: Marrying the sea [poem]

Title: Women on the terrace of a cafe, at night - Degas: Sirens' songs: Marrying the sea [poem]

ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(41)

Date: 1998 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(42) - Elizabeth Smart, 70: Sirens' songs: Marrying the sea [poem]

Title: Elizabeth Smart, 70: Sirens' songs: Marrying the sea [poem]

ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(42)

Date: 1998 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(43) - Katherine Mansfield to Middleton Murry: Sirens' songs: Marrying the sea [poem]

Title: Katherine Mansfield to Middleton Murry: Sirens' songs: Marrying the sea [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(43)
Date: 1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(44) - Isle of demons: Isle of demons: Marrying the sea [poem]

Title: Isle of demons: Isle of demons: Marrying the sea [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(44)
Date: 1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(45) - Shipbound: Isle of demons: Marrying the sea [poem]

Title: Shipbound: Isle of demons: Marrying the sea [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(45)
Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(46) - The young lieutenant : Isle of demons : Marrying the sea [poem]

Title: The young lieutenant : Isle of demons : Marrying the sea [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(46)
Date: 1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(47) - Her serving woman's lament : Isle of demons : Marrying the sea [poem]

Title: Her serving woman's lament : Isle of demons : Marrying the sea [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(47)
Date: 1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(48) - The island : Isle of demons : Marrying the sea [poem]

Title: The island : Isle of demons : Marrying the sea [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(48)
Date: 1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(49) - Hunters : Isle of demons : Marrying the sea [poem]

Title: Hunters : Isle of demons : Marrying the sea [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(49)
Date: 1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(50) - The first winter : Isle of demons : Marrying the sea [poem]

Title: The first winter : Isle of demons : Marrying the sea [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(50)
Date: 1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(51) - First burial : Isle of demons : Marrying the sea [poem]

Title: First burial : Isle of demons : Marrying the sea [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(51)
Date: 1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(52) - Demons : Isle of demons : Marrying the sea [poem]

Title: Demons : Isle of demons : Marrying the sea [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(52)
Date: 1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(53) - Summer : Isle of demons : Marrying the sea [poem]

Title: Summer : Isle of demons : Marrying the sea [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(53)
Date: 1998 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(54) - Names : Isle of demons : Marrying the sea [poem]

Title: Names : Isle of demons : Marrying the sea [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/003(54)
Date: 1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(1) - The captain's report : Isle of demons : Marrying the sea [poem]

Title: The captain's report : Isle of demons : Marrying the sea [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(1)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(2) - Cellbound : Isle of demons : Marrying the sea [poem]

Title: Cellbound : Isle of demons : Marrying the sea [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(2)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(3) - Night eye : Isle of demons : Marrying the sea [poem]

Title: Night eye : Isle of demons : Marrying the sea [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(3)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(4) - In praise of gravity : Marrying the sea : Marrying the sea [poem]

Title: In praise of gravity : Marrying the sea : Marrying the sea [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(4)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(5) - Marrying the sea : Marrying the sea : Marrying the sea [poem]

Title: Marrying the sea : Marrying the sea : Marrying the sea [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(5)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(6) - Sweet tooth : Marrying the sea : Marrying the sea [poem]

Title: Sweet tooth : Marrying the sea : Marrying the sea [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(6)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(7) - No se puede vivir sin amar : Marrying the sea : Marrying the sea [poem]

Title: No se puede vivir sin amar : Marrying the sea : Marrying the sea [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(7)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published
Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(8) - Children : Marrying the sea : Marrying the sea [poem]

Title: Children : Marrying the sea : Marrying the sea [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(8)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(9) - Questions we are not supposed to ask : Marrying the sea : Marrying the sea [poem]

Title: Questions we are not supposed to ask : Marrying the sea : Marrying the sea [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(9)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(10) - Roses, roses / Variations on a theme of roses : Marrying the sea : Marrying the sea [poem]

Title: Roses, roses / Variations on a theme of roses : Marrying the sea : Marrying the sea [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(10)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(11) - Ithaka / Ithaca : Marrying the sea : Marrying the sea [poem]

Title: Ithaka / Ithaca : Marrying the sea : Marrying the sea [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(11)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(12) - Gathering lilies : Marrying the sea : Marrying the sea [poem]

Title: Gathering lilies : Marrying the sea : Marrying the sea [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(12)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(13) - A book of hours : Marrying the sea : Marrying the sea [poem]

Title: A book of hours : Marrying the sea : Marrying the sea [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(13)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(14) - Dig : Marrying the sea : Marrying the sea [poem]

Title: Dig : Marrying the sea : Marrying the sea [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(14)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(15) - Adoration of the mystic lamb : Marrying the sea :
Marrying the sea [poem]

Title: Adoration of the mystic lamb : Marrying the sea :
Marrying the sea [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(15)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(16) - Star night [poem]

Title: Star night [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(16)
Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(17) - Insomnia [poem]

Title: Insomnia [poem]

ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(17)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(18) - Alex Colville [poem]

Title: Alex Colville [poem]

ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(18)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(19) - To Marianela Garcia Villas (late president of a non-governmental Salvadorian human rights group : killed in March 1983) [poem]

Title: To Marianela Garcia Villas (late president of a non-governmental Salvadorian human rights group : killed in March 1983) [poem]
Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(20) - Field flowers [poem]
Title: Field flowers [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(20)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(21) - Love words [poem]
Title: Love words [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(21)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(22) - Making angels [poem]
Title: Making angels [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(22)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(23) - Sea speech [poem]

Title: Sea speech [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(23)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(24) - In a Toronto amusement park / In an amusement park [poem]

Title: In a Toronto amusement park / In an amusement park [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(24)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(25) - Fort Anne and four Acadians [poem]

Title: Fort Anne and four Acadians [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(25)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(26) - In a ditch at Churchpoint [poem]
Title: In a ditch at Churchpoint [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(26)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(27) - Home after travelling [poem]
Title: Home after travelling [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(27)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(28) - Swallows and geraniums [poem]
Title: Swallows and geraniums [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(28)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published
Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(29) - Fete champetre [poem]

Title: Fete champetre [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(29)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(30) - Midhurst [poem]

Title: Midhurst [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(30)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(31) - Along for the ride [poem]

Title: Along for the ride [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(31)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(32) - Wildflowers [poem]

Title: Wildflowers [poem]

ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(32)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(33) - Adam and Eve : Rembrandt's etching [poem]

Title: Adam and Eve : Rembrandt's etching [poem]

ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(33)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(34) - The train to Chester [poem]

Title: The train to Chester [poem]

ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(34)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)
Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(35) - City spring [poem]

Title: City spring [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(35)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(36) - Grasmere [poem]

Title: Grasmere [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(36)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(37) - Veechnaya Pahmyacht [poem]

Title: Veechnaya Pahmyacht [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(37)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(38) - Cemetery rising [poem]
Title: Cemetery rising [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(38)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(39) - Bouquet [poem]

Title: Bouquet [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(39)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(40) - Three hundred candles [poem]

Title: Three hundred candles [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(40)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(41) - October [poem]

Title: October [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(41)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(42) - Interior [poem]

Title: Interior [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(42)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(43) - Night trees [poem]

Title: Night trees [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(43)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(44) - In fear of older women [poem]

Title: In fear of older women [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(44)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(45) - Language of flowers [poem]

Title: Language of flowers [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(45)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(46) - Child prostitute, Thailand [poem]

Title: Child prostitute, Thailand [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(46)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(47) - Albuns : Old-country (for Irene) [poem]

Title: Albuns : Old-country (for Irene) [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(47)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(48) - Making strange [poem]
Title: Making strange [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(48)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(49) - Cornelius Agrippa of Nettesheim [poem]
Title: Cornelius Agrippa of Nettesheim [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(49)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(50) - Two dreams and a moral [poem]
Title: Two dreams and a moral [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(50)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published
Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(51) - Eve [poem]

Title: Eve [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(51)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(52) - Virgin and child with spoon [poem]

Title: Virgin and child with spoon [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(52)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(53) - Winter cemetery : Annapolis, Nova Scotia [poem]

Title: Winter cemetery : Annapolis, Nova Scotia [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(53)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(54) - Bridal Parties in the Devonian gardens, Calgary (for Aritha) [poem]

Title: Bridal Parties in the Devonian gardens, Calgary (for Aritha) [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(54)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(55) - Shrouded brass in Firle church [poem]

Title: Shrouded brass in Firle church [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(55)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(56) - Love letter / Letters to a lost love (for Viktor) [poem]

Title: Love letter / Letters to a lost love (for Viktor) [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(56)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(57) - Anna and her goat [poem]

Title: Anna and her goat [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(57)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(58) - Making love while the kids are out of the house [poem]

Title: Making love while the kids are out of the house [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(58)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(59) - Plat de nuit [poem]

Title: Plat de nuit [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(59)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(60) - Maryna [poem]

Title: Maryna [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(60)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(61) - Holding speech [poem]

Title: Holding speech [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(61)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(62) - November 10th (for Tom, 1914-1989) [poem]

Title: November 10th (for Tom, 1914-1989) [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(62)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(63) - Berry picking poem [poem]
Title: Berry picking poem [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(63)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(64) - Kindness of strangers [poem]
Title: Kindness of strangers [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(64)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(65) - Anniversary [poem]
Title: Anniversary [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(65)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(66) - Awake in the night [poem]
Title: Awake in the night [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(66)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(67) - Miss Lala at the cirque Fernando : Edgar Degas [poem]

Title: Miss Lala at the cirque Fernando : Edgar Degas [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(67)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(68) - Henriette Hauser ("Citron") : Manet [poem]

Title: Henriette Hauser ("Citron") : Manet [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(68)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(69) - Display of children's drawings on the theme of peace [poem]

Title: Display of children's drawings on the theme of peace [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(69)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(70) - The other Avon [poem]

Title: The other Avon [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(70)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(71) - Children in autumn [poem]

Title: Children in autumn [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(71)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(72) - Fort point [poem]

Title: Fort point [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(72)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(73) - Victoria day on the French shore / Victoria day in Acadie [poem]

Title: Victoria day on the French shore / Victoria day in Acadie [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(73)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(74) - Brier island [poem]

Title: Brier island [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(74)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(75) - Intermezzo [poem]

Title: Intermezzo [poem]

ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(75)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

   Published

Access points:

   • Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(76) - Oxford [poem]

Title: Oxford [poem]

ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(76)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

   Published

Access points:

   • Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(77) - Born again (...as likerous as an sparwe) [poem]

Title: Born again (...as likerous as an sparwe) [poem]

ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(77)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

   Published

Access points:

   • Textual record (documentary form)
Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(78) - Wilmington, Sussex [poem]

Title: Wilmington, Sussex [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(78)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(79) - Idyll [poem]

Title: Idyll [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(79)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(80) - Ophelia [poem]

Title: Ophelia [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(80)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(81) - Wild asters [poem]
Title: Wild asters [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(81)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(82) - For Michael, 37 [poem]

Title: For Michael, 37 [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(82)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(83) - Cirrus [poem]

Title: Cirrus [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(83)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(84) - Arcadia [poem]

Title: Arcadia [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(84)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(85) - Fog [poem]
Title: Fog [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(85)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(86) - Roses [poem]
Title: Roses [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(86)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(87) - Exile [poem]
Title: Exile [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(87)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(88) - Ripe elegy [poem]
Title: Ripe elegy [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(88)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(89) - Conversation overheard in a secondhand bookstore [poem]
Title: Conversation overheard in a secondhand bookstore [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(89)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(90) - Rachel, dancing [poem]
Title: Rachel, dancing [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(90)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(91) - Lullaby [poem]

Title: Lullaby [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(91)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(92) - Helen at home [poem]

Title: Helen at home [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(92)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(93) - Horseback riding [poem]

Title: Horseback riding [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(93)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published
Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(94) - Fringed grass of Parnassus [poem]

Title: Fringed grass of Parnassus [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(94)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(95) - Nightsong [poem]

Title: Nightsong [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(95)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(96) - Hot house [poem]

Title: Hot house [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(96)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(97) - Meet me in Istanbul [poem]

Title: Meet me in Istanbul [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(97)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(98) - Imitation marriage [poem]

Title: Imitation marriage [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(98)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(99) - Never call it loving [poem]

Title: Never call it loving [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(99)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(100) - Two paths [poem]
Title: Two paths [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/004(100)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(1) - The garden of dreams [poem]
Title: The garden of dreams [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(1)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(2) - Dialectical aesthetics [poem]
Title: Dialectical aesthetics [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(2)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(3) - Envoi : Mississauga mama meets the artist who paints what she sees / Vortical expressionism [poem]
Title: Envoi: Mississauga mama meets the artist who paints what she sees / Vortical expressionism [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(3)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(4) - Edelweiss / paradise [poem]
Title: Edelweiss / paradise [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(4)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(5) - Midnight stroll [poem]
Title: Midnight stroll [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(5)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(6) - Self portrait as a has-been [poem]
Title: Self portrait as a has-been [poem]
Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(7) - The wide fields of home [poem]
  Title: The wide fields of home [poem]
  ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(7)
  Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
  Published

Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(8) - Meant for each other [poem]
  Title: Meant for each other [poem]
  ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(8)
  Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
  Published

Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(9) - Beloved enemy [poem]
  Title: Beloved enemy [poem]
  ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(9)
  Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(10) - Without my amazement [poem]
Title: Without my amazement [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(10)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(11) - The golden Madonna [poem]
Title: The golden Madonna [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(11)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(12) - Cinderella in mink [poem]
Title: Cinderella in mink [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(12)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(13) - Cinderella after midnight [poem]

Title: Cinderella after midnight [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(13)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(14) - Dream scream [poem]

Title: Dream scream [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(14)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(15) - No other haven [poem]

Title: No other haven [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(15)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published
Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(16) - Lucky bunny [poem]

Title: Lucky bunny [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(16)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(17) - Strangers may marry [poem]

Title: Strangers may marry [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(17)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(18) - Changing spots [poem]

Title: Changing spots [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(18)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)
Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(19) - Champagne afterglow [poem]
Title: Champagne afterglow [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(19)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(20) - Horseshoes and waves [poem]
Title: Horseshoes and waves [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(20)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(21) - Chernobyl Barbie [poem]
Title: Chernobyl Barbie [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(21)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(22) - Baby blue [poem]
Title: Baby blue [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(22)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(23) - Without any amazement [poem]

Title: Without any amazement [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(23)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(24) - Midnight stroll [poem]

Title: Midnight stroll [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(24)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(25) - Pierre Bonnard : Nu a contre-jour [poem]

Title: Pierre Bonnard : Nu a contre-jour [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(25)
Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(26) - Greenhouse, Gage park, Hamilton [poem]

Title: Greenhouse, Gage park, Hamilton [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(26)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(27) - Beguinhuysje, Bruges [poem]

Title: Beguinhuysje, Bruges [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(27)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(28) - Les amants sur le toit, 1927 Chagall [poem]

Title: Les amants sur le toit, 1927 Chagall [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(28)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(29) - To Mandelstam [poem]

Title: To Mandelstam [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(29)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published
Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(30) - Le long du lac [poem]

Title: Le long du lac [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(30)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published
Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(31) - In the blue light of the iris [poem]

Title: In the blue light of the iris [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(31)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(32) - Botanic greenhouse, Hamilton [poem]

Title: Botanic greenhouse, Hamilton [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(32)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(33) - Reading (for Connie) [poem]

Title: Reading (for Connie) [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(33)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(34) - Dinosorry [poem]

Title: Dinosorry [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(34)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published
Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(35) - Autumn [poem]

Title: Autumn [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(35)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(36) - Between the railings [poem]

Title: Between the railings [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(36)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(37) - She laments that her lover's stopped writing poems [poem]

Title: She laments that her lover's stopped writing poems [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(37)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(38) - Pond at Giverny, 1923 Monet [poem]

Title: Pond at Giverny, 1923 Monet [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(38)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(39) - Aquarium [poem]

Title: Aquarium [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(39)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(40) - Archaeology of love [poem]

Title: Archaeology of love [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(40)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(41) - The proof [poem]
Title: The proof [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(41)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(42) - Bar at the Folies-Bergere [poem]
Title: Bar at the Folies-Bergere [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(42)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(43) - Hypochondria [poem]
Title: Hypochondria [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(43)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(44) - Mennonites at the Elora Gorge [poem]
Title: Mennonites at the Elora Gorge [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(44)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(45) - What terrifies [poem]

Title: What terrifies [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(45)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(46) - Old photographs [poem]

Title: Old photographs [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(46)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(47) - All the beautiful naked women take up their beds and walk out of the picture [poem]

Title: All the beautiful naked women take up their beds and walk out of the picture [poem]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(47)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(48) - Ferris lane : A suite of 13 poems for Ferris Bryce Wylie and Jennifer Wylie [poems]
Title: Ferris lane : A suite of 13 poems for Ferris Bryce Wylie and Jennifer Wylie [poems]
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(48)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(49) - Writing in typescript
Title: Writing in typescript
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(49)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(50) - Notes and writing in longhand
Title: Notes and writing in longhand
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(50)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(51) - Correspondence
Title: Correspondence
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(51)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(52) - Letter and poems sent to Michael Keefer
Title: Letter and poems sent to Michael Keefer
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(52)
Date: 29 May 1986 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(53) - High school essays
Title: High school essays
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(53)
Date: [1970?] (date of creation)

Title: The Atlantic provinces book review : volume 3, number 4 : [page 14] No longer two solitudes / Janice Kulyk Keefer

ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(62)

Date: Nov.-Dec. 1986 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(63) - The globe and mail books : The ghost and Mr. Davies : a novel approach : unsatisfying fictional feast / Janice Kulyk Keefer

Title: The globe and mail books : The ghost and Mr. Davies : a novel approach : unsatisfying fictional feast / Janice Kulyk Keefer

ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/005(63)

Date: 21 Sept. 1991 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)
Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/006(11) - Biography : Why I write

Title: Biography : Why I write
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/006(11)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/006(13) - Social sciences and humanities research council of Canada : Application registry form : Mavis Gallant : A critical study

Title: Social sciences and humanities research council of Canada : Application registry form : Mavis Gallant : A critical study
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/006(13)
Date: 15 Oct. 1986 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/006(14) - Proposal for a Master of Fine Arts programme in creative writing at the University of Guelph

Title: Proposal for a Master of Fine Arts programme in creative writing at the University of Guelph
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/006(14)
Date: [199-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2012-015/006(15) - General : non-fiction writing

Title: General : non-fiction writing
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/006(15)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/006(16) - Kick of the old Adam : traditional critical commentary and the role of feminist discourse

Title: Kick of the old Adam : traditional critical commentary and the role of feminist discourse
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/006(16)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/006(17) - Mavis Gallant's world of women : a feminist perspective

Title: Mavis Gallant's world of women : a feminist perspective
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/006(17)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published
Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/006(18) - Mavis Gallant and the angel of history

Title: Mavis Gallant and the angel of history
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/006(18)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/006(19) - A kitchen in a slum : Mavis Gallant's world of women

Title: A kitchen in a slum : Mavis Gallant's world of women
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/006(19)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/006(20) - Radiant paradigms and chinks of light : Mavis Gallant's Polish emigres in Paris / Janice Kulyk Keefer

Title: Radiant paradigms and chinks of light : Mavis Gallant's Polish emigres in Paris / Janice Kulyk Keefer
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/006(20)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: Telling our grief: photographic image in Bronwyn Wallace's "The scuba diver in repose" / Janice Kulyk Keefer - University of Guelph.

ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/006(21)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/006(22) - New lamps for old: turn in the writing life

Title: New lamps for old: turn in the writing life

ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/006(22)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/006(23) - Cross-stitch: Issues of language, memory and identity in Ukrainian-Canadian experience

Title: Cross-stitch: Issues of language, memory and identity in Ukrainian-Canadian experience

ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/006(23)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/006(24) - Adventure in translation

Title: Adventure in translation
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/006(24)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records


Title: [Title unknown] : subject matter - Virginia Woolf
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/006(25)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/007(1) - Modern forms of the traditional novel / Janice Kulyk Keefer

Title: Modern forms of the traditional novel / Janice Kulyk Keefer
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/007(1)
Date: June 1982 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/007(2) - Foreign relations /Janice Kulyk Keefer : Burden of innocence / Natalka Husar

Title: Foreign relations /Janice Kulyk Keefer : Burden of innocence / Natalka Husar
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/007(2)
Date: 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/007(3) - Event : Dancing with the dead - a collaborative show-and-tell on painting and poetry by painter Natalka Husar and poet and novelist Janice Kulyk Keefer : promotional poster :transcript of presentation

Title: Event : Dancing with the dead - a collaborative show-and-tell on painting and poetry by painter Natalka Husar and poet and novelist Janice Kulyk Keefer : promotional poster :transcript of presentation
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/007(3)
Date: 11 Feb. 2010 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Title: Gallery exhibition : Natalka Husar : blonde with dark roots : letter from the art gallery of Hamilton : drafts and notes of poems for project : photocopies of images of paintings
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/007(4)
Date: 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/007(5) - [Title unknown] / Janice Kulyk Keefer

Title: [Title unknown] / Janice Kulyk Keefer
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/007(5)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
Copy of published work.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/007(6) - The starry night / Janice Kulyk Keefer : Descant

Title: The starry night / Janice Kulyk Keefer : Descant
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/007(6)
Date: 1981-1982 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/007(7) - Strange fashions of forsaking : criticism and the fiction of Mavis Gallant / Janice Kulyk Keefer : Dalhousie review

Title: Strange fashions of forsaking : criticism and the fiction of Mavis Gallant / Janice Kulyk Keefer : Dalhousie review

ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/007(7)

Date: 1984-1985 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

Copy of published work.

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/007(8) - Mavis Gallant's world of women : a feminist perspective / Janice Kulyk Keefer : Atlantis

Title: Mavis Gallant's world of women : a feminist perspective / Janice Kulyk Keefer : Atlantis

ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/007(8)

Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

Copy of published work.

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)
Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/007(9) - Mavis Gallant and the angel of history / Janice Kulyk Keefer : University of Toronto quarterly

Title: Mavis Gallant and the angel of history / Janice Kulyk Keefer : University of Toronto quarterly
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/007(9)
Date: 1986 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
    Copy of published work.

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/007(10) - Where crisis is commonplace / Janice Kulyk Keefer : Books in Canada

Title: Where crisis is commonplace / Janice Kulyk Keefer : Books in Canada
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/007(10)
Date: [1993-1994?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
    Copy of published work.

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/007(11) - Mary Magdalene : van der Weyden, Caravaggio / Miss Lala at the cirque Fernando : Edgar Degas / Janice Kulyk Keefer : Border Crossings

Title: Mary Magdalene : van der Weyden, Caravaggio / Miss Lala at the cirque Fernando : Edgar Degas / Janice Kulyk Keefer : Border Crossings
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/007(11)
Date: 1994 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:

Copy of published work.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/007(12) - Elderhostel lectures : Maritime literature

Title: Elderhostel lectures : Maritime literature
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/007(12)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/007(13) - University of Sussex : Telling stories symposium: Righting the family : the ethics and aesthetics of familial memoir

Title: University of Sussex : Telling stories symposium: Righting the family : the ethics and aesthetics of familial memoir
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/007(13)
Date: 24-28 Nov. 1996 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/008(1) - Endymion, Midhurst, Secretive, San Gimignano, On the industrial edge, in U.C. review (Spring 1975), 10-12

Title: Endymion, Midhurst, Secretive, San Gimignano, On the industrial edge, in U.C. review (Spring 1975), 10-12
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/008(1)
Date: 1975 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/008(2) - River red cruise, in Newest review, 11:1 (September 1985), 12-14

Title: River red cruise, in Newest review, 11:1 (September 1985), 12-14
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/008(2)
Date: 1985 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/008(3) - Mrs. Putnam at the planetarium, in Radio guide, 6:2 (February 1986), 2-5

Title: Mrs. Putnam at the planetarium, in Radio guide, 6:2 (February 1986), 2-5
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/008(3)
Date: 1986 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/008(4) - The wind, in Radio guide, 7:3 (March 1987), 2-5

Title: The wind, in Radio guide, 7:3 (March 1987), 2-5
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/008(4)
Date: 1987 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/008(5) - Gardens of the Loire, in Country estate, (spring 1990), 69-78

Title: Gardens of the Loire, in Country estate, (spring 1990), 69-78
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/008(5)
Date: 1990 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/008(6) - Divided loyalties (interview), in Books in Canada, 19:6 (August/September 1990), 18-21**

**Title:** Divided loyalties (interview), in Books in Canada, 19:6 (August/September 1990), 18-21

**ID:** F0482-S00721-2012-015/008(6)

**Date:** 1990 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**

Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/008(7) - For Branco, in Poetry Canada review, 12:3&4, 17**

**Title:** For Branco, in Poetry Canada review, 12:3&4, 17

**ID:** F0482-S00721-2012-015/008(7)

**Date:** 1992 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**

Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/008(8) - Cedars (for Tom, 15), Horses (for Christopher), in McGill street magazine: a literary magazine of art, fiction and poetry, (spring 1995), 10-11**
Title: Cedars (for Tom, 15), Horses (for Christopher), in McGill street magazine: a literary magazine of art, fiction and poetry, (spring 1995), 10-11

ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/008(8)

Date: 1995 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---


ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/008(9)

Date: 2003-2004 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/008(10) - Couter-talk, in ideas: the arts and science review University of Toronto, 3:2 (autumn 2006), 44-45

Title: Couter-talk, in ideas: the arts and science review University of Toronto, 3:2 (autumn 2006), 44-45

ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/008(10)

Date: 2006 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/008(11) - Unseen, the cuckoo sings at dawn, in The New quarterly, 4:1 (spring 1984), 17-30

Title: Unseen, the cuckoo sings at dawn, in The New quarterly, 4:1 (spring 1984), 17-30

ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/008(11)

Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/008(12) - Two in the campagna, in North Dakota quarterly, 52:3 (summer 1984) 67-78

Title: Two in the campagna, in North Dakota quarterly, 52:3 (summer 1984) 67-78

ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/008(12)

Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/008(13) - Viper's bugloss, in Quarry magazine, 33:4 (autumn 1984), 62-73
Title: Viper's bugloss, in Quarry magazine, 33:4 (autumn 1984), 62-73
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/008(13)
Date: 1984 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/008(14) - Strange fashion of forsaking: criticism and the fiction of Mavis Gallant, in Dalhousie review, 64:4 (winter 1984-1985), 721-735

Title: Strange fashion of forsaking: criticism and the fiction of Mavis Gallant, in Dalhousie review, 64:4 (winter 1984-1985), 721-735
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/008(14)
Date: 1984-1985 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)


Title: The Paris-Napoli express, in Prism international, 23:3 (March 1985), 25-33
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/008(15)
Date: 1985 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:

Title: Lookout: evening, in Contemporary verse 2, 10:1 (spring 1986), 26-27
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/008(16)
Date: 1986 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/009(1) - Recent maritime fiction: women and words, in Studies in Canadian literature, 11:2 (fall 1986), 168-181

Title: Recent maritime fiction: women and words, in Studies in Canadian literature, 11:2 (fall 1986), 168-181
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/009(1)
Date: 1986 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/009(2) - Fort Anne and four Acadians, in Rubicon, 9 (Fall 1987), 98-99

Title: Fort Anne and four Acadians, in Rubicon, 9 (Fall 1987), 98-99
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/009(2)
Date: 1987 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/009(3) - Under eastern eyes: a critical reading of maritime fiction, in Commonwealth: essays and studies, 10:2 (spring 1988), 118-119

Title: Under eastern eyes: a critical reading of maritime fiction, in Commonwealth: essays and studies, 10:2 (spring 1988), 118-119

ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/009(3)

Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/009(4) - The Right real thing: reading Canadian literature, in Proceedings from the fourth Nordic conference for English studies, Helsingor (May 11-13, 1989), Department of English at the University of Copenhagen, 1, 17-35

Title: The Right real thing: reading Canadian literature, in Proceedings from the fourth Nordic conference for English studies, Helsingor (May 11-13, 1989), Department of English at the University of Copenhagen, 1, 17-35

ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/009(4)

Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/009(5) - In violent voice: the trauma of ethnicity in recent Canadian fiction, in Multiple voices, recent Canadian fiction - proceedings of the IVth international symposium of the Brussels centre for Canadian studies (29 November - 1 December, 1989), 44-58

Title: In violent voice: the trauma of ethnicity in recent Canadian fiction, in Multiple voices, recent Canadian fiction - proceedings of the IVth international symposium of the Brussels centre for Canadian studies (29 November - 1 December, 1989), 44-58

ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/009(5)

Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/009(6) - Bridges and chasms: multiculturalism and Mavis Gallant's "Virus X", in World literature written in English, 31:2 (Autumn 1991), 100-111

Title: Bridges and chasms: multiculturalism and Mavis Gallant's "Virus X", in World literature written in English, 31:2 (Autumn 1991), 100-111

ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/009(6)

Date: 1991 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)
Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/009(7) - A response to Margaret Christakos' "Axioms to grind" in Room of one's own: a Canadian feminist quarterly of literature and commentary, 14:4 (December 1991), 97-106

Title: A response to Margaret Christakos' "Axioms to grind" in Room of one's own: a Canadian feminist quarterly of literature and commentary, 14:4 (December 1991), 97-106
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/009(7)
Date: 1991 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/009(8) - Rest Harrow, Harper Collins Publishers Ltd.

Title: Rest Harrow, Harper Collins Publishers Ltd.
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/009(8)
Date: 1992 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/009(9) - Canada: a carnival of crisis in Canadian dilemmas: environment and constitution, 6, 101-110

Title: Canada: a carnival of crisis in Canadian dilemmas: environment and constitution, 6, 101-110
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/009(9)
Date: 1993 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/010(1) - Telling our grief: photographic images in Bronwyn Wallace's "The scuba diver in repose" in Image et recit: litterature(s) et arts visuels du Canada, 209-227

Title: Telling our grief: photographic images in Bronwyn Wallace's "The scuba diver in repose" in Image et recit: litterature(s) et arts visuels du Canada, 209-227
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/010(1)
Date: 1993 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/010(2) - Why I write, Going over the bars, in Kunappi:
post-colonial women's writing, 16:1, 440-449

Title: Why I write, Going over the bars, in Kunappi:
post-colonial women's writing, 16:1, 440-449
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/010(2)
Date: 1994 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/010(3) - Fortunate falls and propitious expulsions: Anglophone fiction and the "Acadian question", in Identities and marginalities / Identites et marginalites - International journal of Canadian studies - Revue internationale d'etudes canadiennes, 10 (fall/autumn 1994), 29-45

Title: Fortunate falls and propitious expulsions: Anglophone fiction and the "Acadian question", in Identities and marginalities / Identites et marginalites - International journal of Canadian studies - Revue internationale d'etudes canadiennes, 10 (fall/autumn 1994), 29-45

ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/010(3)

Date: 1994 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/010(4) - Travelling alone, in The American voice - feminist erotica, 33, 107-108

Title: Travelling alone, in The American voice - feminist erotica, 33, 107-108

ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/010(4)

Date: 1994 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---


Title: Soloveyko, summer 1993, in Nimrod: international journal for prose and poetry, 37:2 (spring/summer 1994), 54-59

ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/010(5)


ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/010(6)

Date: 1995 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/010(7) - Personal and public records - story and history in the narration of ethnicity, in Cross / cultures 46 - Tricks with a glass - writing ethnicity in Canada

Title: Personal and public records - story and history in the narration of ethnicity, in Cross / cultures 46 - Tricks with a glass - writing ethnicity in Canada

ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/010(7)

Date: [1995?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published
### Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/010(8) - Rabbit in Paris transcontinental - a magazine of short stories, 11 (spring 1995), 11-23

**Title:** Rabbit in Paris transcontinental - a magazine of short stories, 11 (spring 1995), 11-23  
**ID:** F0482-S00721-2012-015/010(8)  
**Date:** 1995 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:** Published

**Access points:**  
- Textual record (documentary form)

### Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/010(9) - Landscapes and memory: an interview with Janice Kulyk Keefer / Ellen Baptie, Rivista di studi canadesi / Canadian studies review, 9, 49-58

**Title:** Landscapes and memory: an interview with Janice Kulyk Keefer / Ellen Baptie, Rivista di studi canadesi / Canadian studies review, 9, 49-58  
**ID:** F0482-S00721-2012-015/010(9)  
**Date:** 1996 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:** Published

**Access points:**  
- Textual record (documentary form)

### Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/010(9) - Who's afraid of Josef Skvorecky? The "reactionary" immigrant writer in a multicultural Canada, in Ethnic literature and culture in the U.S.A., Canada, and Australia, 249-261

**Title:** Who's afraid of Josef Skvorecky? The "reactionary" immigrant writer in a multicultural Canada, in Ethnic literature and culture in the U.S.A., Canada, and Australia, 249-261

**ID:** F0482-S00721-2012-015/010(9)
Title: Who's afraid of Josef Skvorecky? The "reactionary" immigrant writer in a multicultural Canada, in Ethnic literature and culture in the U.S.A., Canada, and Australia, 249-261

ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/010(9)

Date: 1996 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/011(1) - From dialogue to polylogue - Canadian transcultural writing during the deluge, in Cross / cultures 25 - Difference and community - Canadian and European cultural perspectives, 59-70

Title: From dialogue to polylogue - Canadian transcultural writing during the deluge, in Cross / cultures 25 - Difference and community - Canadian and European cultural perspectives, 59-70

ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/011(1)

Date: 1996 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/011(2) - Making love while the kids are out of the house, in Writual - new art and writing, 3, 30-31

Title: Making love while the kids are out of the house, in Writual - new art and writing, 3, 30-31

ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/011(2)

Date: 1999 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Title: Janice Kulyk Keefer interview by Cherry Clayton (15 July 1998), in The Journal of commonwealth literature, 34:1, 183-197

ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/011(3)

Date: 1999 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)


ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/011(4)

Date: 2002 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/011(5) - Ladybug, in Exile: the literary quarterly, 30:1, 90-111

Title: Ladybug, in Exile: the literary quarterly, 30:1, 90-111


ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/011(6)
Date: 2010 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/011(7) - Poems from Foreign relations / Translations by Romana Paci and Interview with Janice Kulyk Keefer / Deborah Saidero, in Investigating Canadian identities: 10th anniversary contributions, 69-98

Title: Poems from Foreign relations / Translations by Romana Paci and Interview with Janice Kulyk Keefer / Deborah Saidero, in Investigating Canadian identities: 10th anniversary contributions, 69-98

ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/011(7)
Date: 2010 (date of creation)
Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/011(8) - Tixe Ylno or redefining identities, in Exit -- endings and new beginnings in literature and life, 301-312
Title: Tixe Ylno or redefining identities, in Exit -- endings and new beginnings in literature and life, 301-312
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/011(8)
Date: 2011 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/011(9) - In parting, and past reading, in Canadian woman studies / les cahiers de la femme, 8:3 (fall 1987), 9 and 126
Title: In parting, and past reading, in Canadian woman studies / les cahiers de la femme, 8:3 (fall 1987), 9 and 126
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/011(9)
Date: 1987 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/012(1) - The green library, in Canadian woman studies / les cahiers de la femme, 14:1 (fall 1993), 67-68

Title: The green library, in Canadian woman studies / les cahiers de la femme, 14:1 (fall 1993), 67-68

ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/012(1)

Date: 1993 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

-------------------------------

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/012(2) - Cirrus, and Col tempo, in Quarry general issue, 36:4 (fall 1987), 63-64

Title: Cirrus, and Col tempo, in Quarry general issue, 36:4 (fall 1987), 63-64

ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/012(2)

Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

-------------------------------

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/012(3) - Dancing, in Quarry -- fortieth anniversary issue, 40:1&2 (winter and spring 1991), 91-102

Title: Dancing, in Quarry -- fortieth anniversary issue, 40:1&2 (winter and spring 1991), 91-102

ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/012(3)

Date: 1991 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/012(4) - At windy cove, in The Antigonish review, 64 (Winter 1986), 43-53

Title: At windy cove, in The Antigonish review, 64 (Winter 1986), 43-53
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/012(4)
Date: 1986 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: Landslides: Selected poems 1975-1985 by Don Coles, When the stones fly up by Dale Zieroth, The garden going on without us by Lorna Crozier reviewed by Janice Kulyk Keefer, 65 (Spring 1986), 59-68
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/012(5)
Date: 1986 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/012(6) - As birds bring forth the sun and other stories by Alistair MacLeod reviewed by Janice Kulyk Keefer, 66-67 (Summer-Autumn 1986), 113-116

Title: As birds bring forth the sun and other stories by Alistair MacLeod reviewed by Janice Kulyk Keefer, 66-67 (Summer-Autumn 1986), 113-116

ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/012(6)

Date: 1986 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: The selected journals of L. M. Montgomery vols. 1-11 reviewed by Janice Kulyk Keefer, in The Antigonish review, 73 (Spring 1988), 83-88

ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/012(7)

Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/012(8) - A small, dark cloud, and Children's drawings on the theme of peace, in Event -- journal of the contemporary arts (peace & war), 15:2, 73-77, 78-79

Title: A small, dark cloud, and Children's drawings on the theme of peace, in Event -- journal of the contemporary arts (peace & war), 15:2, 73-77, 78-79
Item: **F0482-S00721-2012-015/012(9)** - Ladies and tiger: The mad and beautiful mothers / Patricia Young, reviewed by Janice Kulyk Keefer, in Event -- The Douglas college review, 19:1 (Spring 1990), 102-104

**Title:** Ladies and tiger: The mad and beautiful mothers / Patricia Young, reviewed by Janice Kulyk Keefer, in Event -- The Douglas college review, 19:1 (Spring 1990), 102-104

**ID:** F0482-S00721-2012-015/012(9)

**Date:** 1990 (date of creation)

**Publication status:** Published

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Access points:**
- Textual record (documentary form)

---


**Title:** Acts of remembrance: Miner's pond / Anne Michaels, reviewed by Janice Kulyk Keefer, in Event -- The Douglas college review, 20:2 (Summer 1991), 127-129

**ID:** F0482-S00721-2012-015/012(10)

**Date:** 1991 (date of creation)

**Publication status:**

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records
Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/013(1) - Writing and fathers and daughters and death, in British journal of Canadian studies, 7:1, 148-162

Title: Writing and fathers and daughters and death, in British journal of Canadian studies, 7:1, 148-162

ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/013(1)

Date: 1992 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/013(2) - Grain of the actual: Janice Kulyk Keefer and her writing / Colin Nicholson, and Janice Kulyk Keefer's Travelling ladies (for Simone Vauthier), reviewed by Coral Ann Howells, in British journal of Canadian studies, 7:2, 397-414, 415-425

Title: Grain of the actual: Janice Kulyk Keefer and her writing / Colin Nicholson, and Janice Kulyk Keefer's Travelling ladies (for Simone Vauthier), reviewed by Coral Ann Howells, in British journal of Canadian studies, 7:2, 397-414, 415-425

ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/013(2)

Date: 1992 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

Title: The Starry night sky, in Descant 34-35-36, 12:4; 13:1&2, 168-178
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/013(3)
Date: 1981-1982 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/013(4) - Old stones, in Descant 48, 16:1 (Spring 1985), 103-114

Title: Old stones, in Descant 48, 16:1 (Spring 1985), 103-114
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/013(4)
Date: 1985 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: Fisherwoman / Veronica Ross, A mouth organ for angels / Robert Gibbs, The Book of fears / Susan Kerslake, reviewed by Janice Kulyk Keefer, in The Fiddlehead, 144 (Summer 1985), 107-110
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/013(5)
Date: 1985 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records


ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/013(6)

Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/013(7) - Beati sunt, in Fiddlehead, 148 (Summer 1986), 47

Title: Beati sunt, in Fiddlehead, 148 (Summer 1986), 47

ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/013(7)

Date: 1986 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

**Title:** Making strange, and A book of hours, in Fiddlehead, 190 (Winter 1996), 18-19, 20-24  
**ID:** F0482-S00721-2012-015/013(8)  
**Date:** 1996 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  

**Publication status:**  
Published  

**Access points:**  
- Textual record (documentary form)

**Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/013(9) - Field flowers, and Love words, in Grain, 12:1 (February 1984), 5, 6-7**

**Title:** Field flowers, and Love words, in Grain, 12:1 (February 1984), 5, 6-7  
**ID:** F0482-S00721-2012-015/013(9)  
**Date:** 1984 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  

**Publication status:**  
Published  

**Access points:**  
- Textual record (documentary form)

**Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/013(10) - Anniversary, Sea speech, and Nightsong, in Grain, 12:3 (August 1984), 35, 36, 37**

**Title:** Anniversary, Sea speech, and Nightsong, in Grain, 12:3 (August 1984), 35, 36, 37  
**ID:** F0482-S00721-2012-015/013(10)  
**Date:** 1984 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  

**Publication status:**
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/013(11) - Harvest, in Grain, 13:3 (August 1985), 20

Title: Harvest, in Grain, 13:3 (August 1985), 20
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/013(11)
Date: 1985 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/014(1) - Eden, in Grain (special poetry issue), 14:2 (May 1986), 28

Title: Eden, in Grain (special poetry issue), 14:2 (May 1986), 28
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/014(1)
Date: 1986 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/014(2) - Anniversary, Rhubarb, and Jealous, in Grain: poetry and prose, 24:2 (Autumn 1996), 120, 121, 122

Title: Anniversary, Rhubarb, and Jealous, in Grain: poetry and prose, 24:2 (Autumn 1996), 120, 121, 122
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/014(2)
Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/014(3) - Mrs. Mucharski and the princess, in Atlantis (a women's studies journal / journal d'etudes sur la femme), 9:1 (Fall / Autumn 1983), 79-88

Title: Mrs. Mucharski and the princess, in Atlantis (a women's studies journal / journal d'etudes sur la femme), 9:1 (Fall / Autumn 1983), 79-88

ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/014(3)

Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/014(4) - Mavis Gallant's world of women: a feminist perspective, in Atlantis (a women's studies journal / journal d'etudes sur la femme), 10:2 (Spring 1985), 11-29

Title: Mavis Gallant's world of women: a feminist perspective, in Atlantis (a women's studies journal / journal d'etudes sur la femme), 10:2 (Spring 1985), 11-29

ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/014(4)

Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/014(5) - Somewhere in Italy, in The Malahat review, 69 (October 1984), 36-40

Title: Somewhere in Italy, in The Malahat review, 69 (October 1984), 36-40
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/014(5)
Date: 1984 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/014(6) - Isola Bella, in The Malahat review, 90 (Spring 1990), 75-92

Title: Isola Bella, in The Malahat review, 90 (Spring 1990), 75-92
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/014(6)
Date: 1990 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/014(7) - Isle of Demons, in The Malahat review, 96 (Fall 1991), 34-50

Title: Isle of Demons, in The Malahat review, 96 (Fall 1991), 34-50
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/014(7)
Date: 1991 (date of creation)
**Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/014(8) - Nine poems, in The Malahat review (anniversary issue), 100 (Fall 1992), 134-151**

Title: Nine poems, in The Malahat review (anniversary issue), 100 (Fall 1992), 134-151  
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/014(8)  
Date: 1992 (date of creation)  
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**  
Published

**Access points:**  
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/014(9) - Lenin's mother, in The Malahat review, 109 (Winter 1994), 104-111**

Title: Lenin's mother, in The Malahat review, 109 (Winter 1994), 104-111  
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/014(9)  
Date: 1994 (date of creation)  
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**  
Published

**Access points:**  
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0482-S00721-2012-015/015(2) - Tracery [novel] : notes in longhand**
Title: Tracery [novel] : notes in longhand
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/015(2)
Date: [199-] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2012-015/015(3) - Title unknown] in typescript
Title: Title unknown] in typescript
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/015(3)
Date: [198-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0482-S00721-2012-015/015(4) - Georgian Bay novel : notes in longhand
Title: Georgian Bay novel : notes in longhand
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/015(4)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0482-S00721-2012-015/015(5) - Unpublished stories and poems : notes in longhand

Title: Unpublished stories and poems : notes in longhand
ID: F0482-S00721-2012-015/015(5)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2015-047/001(1) - Notebook

Title: Notebook
ID: F0482-S00721-2015-047/001(1)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2015-047/001(2) - Notebook

Title: Notebook
ID: F0482-S00721-2015-047/001(2)
Date: [ca. 1996] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
Item: F0482-S00721-2015-047/001(3) - Notebook

Title: Notebook
ID: F0482-S00721-2015-047/001(3)
Date: 1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2015-047/001(4) - Notebook

Title: Notebook
ID: F0482-S00721-2015-047/001(4)
Date: 1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2015-047/002(1) - Notebook

Title: Notebook
ID: F0482-S00721-2015-047/002(1)
Date: 1999-2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published
Item: F0482-S00721-2015-047/002(2) - Notebook

Title: Notebook
ID: F0482-S00721-2015-047/002(2)
Date: 1999, 2010 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2015-047/002(3) - Notebook

Title: Notebook
ID: F0482-S00721-2015-047/002(3)
Date: 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2015-047/002(4) - Notebook

Title: Notebook
ID: F0482-S00721-2015-047/002(4)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Item: F0482-S00721-2015-047/002(5) - Alice Munro's skewed romances: unpublished lecture delivered in Siena, Italy

Title: Alice Munro's skewed romances: unpublished lecture delivered in Siena, Italy
ID: F0482-S00721-2015-047/002(5)
Date: Oct. 2014 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: Blood orange: a Canadian-Ukrainian writer's perspective on the current troubles in Ukraine
ID: F0482-S00721-2015-047/002(6)
Date: 2014 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Item is the text of a talk delivered by Kulyk Keefer in Siena, Italy, in 2014.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2015-047/002(7) - Breathing lessons
Title: Breathing lessons
ID: F0482-S00721-2015-047/002(7)
Date: [199-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
Short story

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0482-S00721-2015-047/002(8) - Draft poems

Title: Draft poems
ID: F0482-S00721-2015-047/002(8)
Date: [199-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0482-S00721-2015-047/002(9) - Draft poems

Title: Draft poems
ID: F0482-S00721-2015-047/002(9)
Date: [199-?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of assorted handwritten and typescript poems.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Item: F0482-S00721-2015-047/002(10) - "Finders, keepers" : annotated draft story

Title: "Finders, keepers" : annotated draft story
ID: F0482-S00721-2015-047/002(10)
Date: [197-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2015-047/002(11) - First love / Janice Keefer

Title: First love / Janice Keefer
ID: F0482-S00721-2015-047/002(11)
Date: [198-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
Short story

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2015-047/002(12) - "The golden gates" : draft story

Title: "The golden gates" : draft story
ID: F0482-S00721-2015-047/002(12)
Date: [197-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

Item: F0482-S00721-2015-047/002(13) - "The irresistible nothingness of islands"
Title: "The irresistible nothingness of islands"
ID: F0482-S00721-2015-047/002(13)
Date: [ca. 2015] (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

Item: F0482-S00721-2015-047/002(14) - Lecture given at Mount Allison University, Sackville NB
Title: Lecture given at Mount Allison University, Sackville NB
ID: F0482-S00721-2015-047/002(14)
Date: 2013 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
Item: F0482-S00721-2015-047/002(15) - "Mail" : annotated draft story

Title: "Mail" : annotated draft story
ID: F0482-S00721-2015-047/002(15)
Date: [197-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:

File: F0482-S00721-2015-047/002(16) - Miscellaneous poems

Title: Miscellaneous poems
ID: F0482-S00721-2015-047/002(16)
Date: [198-?]-[200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:

File: F0482-S00721-2015-047/002(17) - Notes

Title: Notes
ID: F0482-S00721-2015-047/002(17)
Date: [198-?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of Kulyk Keefer's handwritten notes composed while on a poetry reading tour in the UK.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2015-047/002(18) - Old stones / Janice Kulyk Keefer

Title: Old stones / Janice Kulyk Keefer
ID: F0482-S00721-2015-047/002(18)
Date: [198-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
Short story

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2015-047/002(19) - "Pan Magister": annotated draft story

Title: "Pan Magister": annotated draft story
ID: F0482-S00721-2015-047/002(19)
Date: [199-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2015-047/002(20) - Poem sequence: "Family love"
Title: Poem sequence : "Family love"
ID: F0482-S00721-2015-047/002(20)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2015-047/002(21) - The question of love / Janice Kulyk Keefer

Title: The question of love / Janice Kulyk Keefer
ID: F0482-S00721-2015-047/002(21)
Date: [between 2009 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
Manuscript

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2015-047/002(22) - A recent visitor's serendipitous and selective encyclopedia of today's - or even yesterday's - Ukraine

Title: A recent visitor's serendipitous and selective encyclopedia of today's - or even yesterday's - Ukraine
ID: F0482-S00721-2015-047/002(22)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Item consists of encyclopedia-style entries written by Kulyk Keefer pertaining to various people from and subjects relating to the Ukraine.
**Item: F0482-S00721-2015-047/002(23) - Short story**

**Title:** Short story  
**ID:** F0482-S00721-2015-047/002(23)  
**Date:** [200-?] (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**  
Published

**Access points:**  
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**Item: F0482-S00721-2015-047/002(24) - Speaking notes : Jackman Institute for the Humanities : travel section**

**Title:** Speaking notes : Jackman Institute for the Humanities : travel section  
**ID:** F0482-S00721-2015-047/002(24)  
**Date:** 2013 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**  
Published

**Access points:**  
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**Item: F0482-S00721-2015-047/002(25) - "Spring rain" : annotated draft story**

**Title:** "Spring rain" : annotated draft story
File: F0482-S00721-2015-047/002(26) - Too much curiosity? The late fiction of Alice Munro

Title: Too much curiosity? The late fiction of Alice Munro
ID: F0482-S00721-2015-047/002(26)
Date: Sept. 2014 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of two versions of a paper written by Kulyk Keefer and presented at a conference at the University of Naples in September 2014.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status:
Published
Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2015-047/002(27) - Untitled draft story

Title: Untitled draft story
ID: F0482-S00721-2015-047/002(27)
Date: [199-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status:
Published
Item: F0482-S00721-2015-047/002(28) - Untitled story

Title: Untitled story
ID: F0482-S00721-2015-047/002(28)
Date: [197-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2015-047/002(29) - Untitled story

Title: Untitled story
ID: F0482-S00721-2015-047/002(29)
Date: 29 Sept. 1971 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2015-047/002(30) - "Viper's bugloss" : annotated draft story

Title: "Viper's bugloss" : annotated draft story
ID: F0482-S00721-2015-047/002(30)
Date: [197-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0482-S00721-2015-047/002(31) - The wedding guests / Janice Kulyk Keefer

Title: The wedding guests / Janice Kulyk Keefer
ID: F0482-S00721-2015-047/002(31)
Date: [199-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:

  Short story

Publication status:

  Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)